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4.9 v SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1912. NO. 210
foEO Oi!E WiSE!fELT fUl m at i m
OF JOHN, SCH NKS FIRES
TTEMPT
1$
TO CHftROUiLTYHE pleads G1
THE COLONELTO MURDER
velt's life is a deadly one of .3S cal- -
iber. It is ugly, large and shining in
its newness. It is of a kind used
extensively in the army, and is made
to "shoot to kill."
Schrank insisted again today that a
vision in which former President Mc- -
1 f
grapher. Colonel Roosevelt likes
strong men around him.
"That, young man looks as if he
had the punch," he said of Martin.
Martin .was married this summer.
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt was
shot in the breast shortly before 8
o'clock last night while sitting in his
automobile in front of the Gilpatrick
house in Milwaukee, preparing to
start for the Auditorium to deliver
his scheduled address.
The attempted assassination and all
its accompanying snenes were dra
Kinley appeared to him caused him
CRANK WOUNDS CANDIDATE
FOR PRESIDENCY AS HE IS
STARTING FOR AUDITORIUM
to shoot the Colonel. It was learned
from him- - that his sweetheart, whom
'L Iffhe called Emily Keigler, lost her lifein the destruction by fire of the! isteamship General Slocum in NewYork several years ago. He nevermarried, he says.Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 15. Theo- -matic in the extreme. Tlie would-b- e
1dore Roosevelt was shot in the breasthere last night by a would-b- e assas hi,; ''
'
1" f SrA
murderer was John Schrank, of New
York city, a man apparently dement-
ed on the subject o third term. He
was captured and locked up.
Unconscious of his wound, Colonel
Roosevelt proceeded to the Audito-
rium and when." bis condition was dis-
covered, in spite of the protest of his
physician, he made a' stirring address.
Weak" from Idas' of 'blood at the con-
clusion' of his Speech,- - he was taken
to the emertfeiicy hospital,- where af
i
sin. With a bullet in his body, Col-- 1
onel Roosevelt went to the auditorium
to make his speech, lie refused to
permit physicians to examine the
wound until he had finished his ad- -
dress.
Albert II. Martin and Henry I.
Cochems seized the assassin and held
him until policemen came up. A mob
DECLARING THAT HE WOULD MAKE SPEECH OR DIETHE COLONEL REFUSES ATTENTION
OF PHYSICIANS AND DELIVERS AN HOUR ADDRESS WITH BLOOD FLOWING FROM
BULLET HOLE-COMP- ELLED BY WEAKNESS TO CEASE TALKING FINALLY
1
W
t ' I & ? ;s3
4' jV
surged . around the man, who appar-
ently is a radical on the subject of
Roosevelt's running for another term
as president.
The assassin who is small of stat-
ure, admitted firing the shot and said
that "any man looking for a third
term ought to be shot."
In notes found in the man's pockets
at the police station were statements
that the man had been visited in a
dream by the spirit of William Mc- -
HE IS NOW AT MERCY HOSPITAL AND HIS
INJURY IS PRONOUNCED A GRAVE ONE
ter an examination by physicians the
nature of his wound was ascertained.
The special train left for this city
over the Chicago '&' "Northwestern
railway, with
' the 'patient under the
care of three physicians. '
That the wound ws riot more seri-
ous was due to the fact that the bul-
let was spent from passing through
the colonel's army overcoat, spectacle
case and
.the, manuscript of his con-
templated speech.
.III fw
Kinley, who said, indicating Roose- -
is my murderer, avengeXxxxxxxxxxxX'.X As uoionei itooseveit s train nearea i vejt -- thisChicago, a cordon of police was plac-- 1 my death."X
X
X ; October 15, 1912
St Colonel Theodore Roosevelt-,- ed around the old station oj: tne The coionei feit no pain at theNorthwestern railway and an ambu- - Ume the ghot was fire(1 alld was not
lance .from the Presbyterian hospital aware that he was shot until he was
xxxxxxxxxxxx
X Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. lo.-r- - X
X John Schrank, Colonel's Roose- - X
X velt's assailant, pleaded guilty X
X to a charge of attempted murder X
X when given a preliminary hear- - X
X ing before Judge M. B. Neelen X
X in the district court today. X
X X X' X. X X- - X S S' $ X X
St Progressive Headquarters,'
'
' X
X Chicago, 111.
St The
, attempt of your assassi- - S
St nation threw a gloom over your X
arrived
X ! New' York, Oct. 15. Progres--
X slve" State Chairman Hotchkiss X
X today announced that he had re- - X
X quested all his party county X
X chairmen by telegram to open X
X their meetings hereafter with X
S prayer for-- . Colonel Roosevelt's X
X recovery.' i He. added , ttat he X
X would seek to make this a na- - X
X tional movement. 'X
X X X X X X .X X X X X X
on the way to the auditorium. His
attention was then called to a hole in
his overcoat, and he found that his COLONEL THEODORE ROOSEVELT.X friends in New Mexico, but we
shirt was soaked with blood. He In--SC are ' all :.nleased to hear - the X
Colonel Roosevelt slept practically
all the way from Milwaukee to Chica-
go. At 3 'clock Div Terrell announc-
ed that his patient's temperature was
normal. The train was halted outside
the Chicago station, and it was decid- -
sisted that he was not hurt badly. A i
superficial examination of the wound CONU (CTS ARE
was made when ne reached tne au- -
X wound is not serious and It will
STtend to renew activity by your
friends. We are making the best JS
St fight we can for you in New Mex- - X
3$ Ico, and we believe the judgment X
St of the American ' people will be X
St recorded in our favor on Novem- - X
ed after a conference of physicians ditorium, and three physicians PREPARING FOR
DESPERATE FIGHT
Roosevelt slowly reclined on the
stretcher. His cousin took a seat be-
side him and with Dr. Murphy, direct-
ing the chauffeur to drive to Mercy
hospital, two miles distant, which
was accomplished in 11 minutes.
Colonel Roosevelt alighted, unas- -
that as the . colonel was sleeping
peacefully he should not be removed
until 7 a. m.
Condition hopeful but would so im-
port as to demand absolute rest for a
number of days.
(Signed)
TURKS TAKE UP
GAUNTLET OF
BALKANS
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 13. John W.St ber 5. We sincerely hope that X
St you will be fully recovered and $8
SS able to participate in the closing X
sisted, and walked slowly to an Invalid Schrank, would be assassin of Col.
agreed that he was in no immediate
danger.
lu spite of the entreaties of physi-
cians, Colonel Roosevelt insisted upon
delivering his address.
"I will make this speech or die,
one of the other," he declared.
Henry F. Cochems, one of the Wis-
consin progressive leaders, told the
great crowd which had assembled in
chair. He waved a salute to a group Roosevelt, was taken to district court
at 10:30 o'clock this morning for pre-
liminary examination.
This action was taken on recom-
mendation of District Attorney Sebal,
of reporters.
As soon as possible, after Colonel
Roosevelt was in the suite of two
rooms which had been prepared for
him on the third floor, Dr. Hochrein
St days of this the most important X
X campaign in the history of our X
Jt country. X
X GEORGE CURRY, X
St Chairman Executive Com. X
X E. C, BURKE, X
St Assistant Secretary. Xxxxxxxxxxxxx
ill o T"ri t) irwho issued a warrant, auditorium that Colonel Roose
Rawlins, Wyo., Oct. 15. Two pos-
ses are today pursuing the escaped
convicts who are still at large, in an
effort to drive them together some-
where in the hills southwest of Raw-
lins. Marshal Hayes is leading a
force of men on the trail of Richard-
son and Burke, while another party is
pursuing Dalton, Turner and Wilson.
The convicts are all desperate crimi-
nals, and Rawlins citizens believe
they will fight to the death if corner-
ed. A party went out today in search
oi Backstrum, who was left behind by
Richardson and Burke, either wound-
ed or exhausted. After leaving Back- -
began taking an y photograph of Schrank with shooting Colonel Roose- -
the portion of the body where the bul- - velt, with an attempt to kill.
let had entered. The hero of the at- - Schrank's arraignment caused little
MINISTERS AREr RECALLED FROM
ATHENS, SOFIA AND BELGRADE,
WHICH MEANS MORE WAR
"DR. JOHN B. MURPHY,
"DR. ARTHUR B. BEVAN,
"DR. SCURRY L. TERRELL,
"DR. R. J. SAYLE."
Medical men, when shown the of-
ficial statement issued by the sur-
geons attending Colonel Roosevelt,
seemed to think conditions most fav-
orable. In their opinion the chief
danger would lie in the formation of
pus within the chest cavity. As the
bullet did not penetrate that far this
danger was, of course, obviated.
Physicians are of the opinion he
would be able to leave the hospital
within twelve '.or' fifteen days. With
the bullet removed, they said, the col-
onel would require absolute rest for
velt had been shot and asked the peo-
ple to be calm. The crowd was
thrown almost into a panic by the
announcement, but Colonel Roosevelt
calmed them by rising and assuring
excitement at the city hall where
Judge Neelen's court room is located.
It had been announced that Schrank
tempted assassination is Elbert E.
Martin, the colonel's stenographer,
who prevented Schrank, it is believed,
from firine a second shot for which ..
.. . - Hi en, that lna waa tint Viafllv hurt Then
would not be taKen to court Deiore .."v j Ouchy, Switzerland, Oct. 15. A
preliminary peace treaty between
Tnrkev flnil Ttnlv. was Hiened todav
bis finger was straining at the trigger j tomorrow. As a result, his appearance
when Martin overpowered him. (at city hall was not noticed, except
Through the present tour Martin has by newspaper men, until his case was
alwav9 hoan nt thft rolnnpl'n elhnw. ' called.
he began his address, several times
he seemed to be growing weak, and
members of his party rose to help
him. He motioned them to sit down.
"Let me alone, I'm all right," he
said.
Colonel Roosevelt's life probably
was saved by a manuscript of his
speech. The bullet struck the manu
pushing intruding persons away.
More than once, Colonel Roosevelt has
the two continued their flightstrum, the deIegates of tne two countries,toward the Colorado lme taking turns Heidelberg, Germany, Oct. 15.--A
riding a horse they had stolen. A, theMontenegrin victory overmass meeting of citizens has been Xurkish troo waa announced todaycalled for tonight to consider thejb princa peter of Montenegro ln a
charges made by Governor Carey te, ram t0 his former tutor here. Tho
night that Rawlins aidingpeople were d tch wag worded. ..Giorious viethe convicts to escape and that pohti-t- o Ten thousand Xurl5a witn ar.
Then Schrank, between two detec-
tives who towered a foot above his
head, was brought to one side of
Judge Neelen's bench.
District Attorney Sebal read the
fcrmal charge of attempted murder script, which retarded its force as it cal motives were responsible for the tjiery captured,based on a warrant for Schrank issued pas6ed through into the flesh It was timed 2:53
today.
reproved him for being "too rough."
In Saginaw, Mich., Martin threw him-
self against a man who was pushing
forward and bumped him Into the gut-
ter. For this, he was rebuked by Colo-
nel Roosevelt but Martin today said
he believed the Saginaw man and
Schrank were the same.
Last night in Milwaukee Martin was
at the colonel's elbow. Henry F.
Cochems was on the other side.
"You get into the car, first," said
Cochems to Martin, as it was custo--
that time to effect a speedy recovery.
Eager for the latest news of the
colonel's condition a large crowd gath-
ered in front of the hospital soon after
the presidential candidate was admit-
ted. The crowd grew as tbe day pro-
gressed. In spite of its size, the
throng was quiet and nothing but a
subdued murmur came from it as mes-
sengers hurried back and forth.
Managers for Colonel Roosevelt an-
nounced early in the day that all plans
for continuing his campaign had been
cancelled. Even his private car,
which he has used since the start of
his trip, has been released.
Following the announcement by au
uuiumutia in mt: peuiieuuiiry. uuv.
Carey was invited to attend the meet-
ing today, but refused.
Complete order has been restored
at the penitentiary and the convicts
this morning.
Constantinople, Oct. 15. The Ot-
toman government decided today to
recall the Turkish ministers from
Athens, Sofia and Belgrade.
The assassin was prevented from
firing a second shot by Albert H. Mar-
tin, one of Colonel Roosevelt's two
secretaries. Colonel Roosevelt had
just stepped into an automobile when
the assassin pushed his way through
"Do you understand the charge
which the district attorney has just
read here!" said Judge Neelen to
Schrank. v
"Yes," replied Schrank. "Have you
an attorney?" said the judge. "No, i
have not," replied Schrank.
are locked in their cells.
the crowd to the street and fired. CATTLEMEN FIGHT
OVER ONE LONE CALF.Martin, who was standing in theiAt this point the district attorney
HARVESTER
TRUST PUT UP
WILSON MONEV
car with the colonel, leaped to theimary for the colonel to take the mid- - asked
man s snouiuer and core mm to inei pjst0 Duel Near Deming May Redie seat. j --Do you want this case tried in a
"After you," said Martin. The Schrank?"thority of the colonel's managers that
he would cancel his engagements and liteness gave him the opportunity to
sult Fatally as Result of Quarrel
About Scrawny Juvenile Bovine at
Ranch Fordon Shot In Stomach.make no more set speeches during the engrave his name on the roll of fame,
campaign, it became known that the for Cochems was out of reach when
campaign committee might consider it the shot was fired, and Martin was Deming, N. M., Oct. 15. A duel be- -
necessary for the candidate to make right at hand, tween Geo. P. Watkins and Fred For
Chicago, III., Oct. 15. Colonel
Roosevelt's Injury is not a mere flesh
wound but is a serious chest wound,
said a bulletin issued this afternoon
by physicians at Mercy hospital. This
statement was made In the form of
a bulletin which was issued by the
doctors after a late examination of
the wound made by the bullet of an
assassin in Milwaukee last night.
At 1:05 p. m. the following bulletin
was issued by physicians at Mercy
hospital: "The examination of Co-
lonel Roosevelt at 1 p. m. showed that
his temperature was 98.8, his pulse
92. His respiration normal. It pains
him to breathe. He must have abso-
lute quiet; must cease from talking
and must not see any one until we
give permission.
"This is not a mere flesh wound
but Is a serious wound in the chest
and quietude Is essential.
"J. D. MURPHY,
"ARTHUR DEAN BEVAN,
"S. L, TERRELL."
An hour after the examination Co-
lonel Roosevelt dropped into a peace-
ful sleep which his physicians said
would be very beneficial.
Chicago, 111., Oct 15. Colonel Theo-
dore Roosevelt, shot by John Schrank,
a would-b- e assassin in Milwaukee, lies
today in Mercy Hospital here "rest-
ing ensily."
Half a dozen of the most noted and
skilled surgeons in charge, led by Dr.
John B. Murphy made y exam-
inations of the colonel's wound, and
announced that the bullet did not
pierce the lung, but had lodged in the
chest. They had not planned to oper-
ate this morning. y
The following official statement was
IsBued at 10:30 a. m: by the surgeons
Attending Colonel Roosevelt:
"Colonel Roosevelt'B hurt is a deep
bullet wound of the chest wall, without
striking any vital organ In transit
The wound was not probed. The point
of entrance was to the right of and
one inch below the level of the right
nipple. The range of the bullet wa8
(upward and inward, a distance of four
inches on the chest wall There was
no evidence of the bullet penetrating
the lung. Pulse, 90; temperature,
S9.2; respiration, 29; leucocyte count,
.82 at 10 a. m. No operation to remove
bullet is indicated at the present time.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 15. Cleve-
land H. Dodge, who collected $85,000
for Governor Wilson's campaign,
which included $12,500 from Cyrus
from the International Har-
vester company, told the Clapp com-
mittee today he realized "there might
be some question about the McCor-mic- k
money." Dodge said he feared
the government's suit to dissolve the
Harvester company mieht arouse ad-
verse criticism, and he asked Mr.
McCormick to take the money back.
The question finally was left to
Governor Wilson.
"The governor said he was per-
fectly willing to receive the money
and was not afraid to take it," said
Dodge. "Mr. McCormick gave the
money just as he would have given it
to Princeton University."
don occurred at the three "G" Mills
14 miles south of Deming this morn-
ing, resulting in Fordon being seri-
ously and probably fatally, wounded
in the stomach. Ten shots were ex-
changed at less than ten paces. Both
used 45 caliber pistols. The trouble
arose over the ownership of a calf.
Fordon is now in hospital in Dem-
ing. There were eight witnesses.
Steve Birchfield, a witness, says
Fordon shot first.
"Yes sir," said Schrank.
"All right," remarked Judge Neelen.
"I think this disposes of the matter
so far as we can go. I will fix bail
at $7,500,' the maximum under the
charge upon which the prisoner has
been arraigned."
Schrank was immediately returned
to the police station.
As soon as Schrank had left the
court room, Judge Neelen called Dis-
trict Attorney Sebal and Tctcr Paulas,
city jailer, to tbe bar.
"Who has the revolver, and the re-
maining cartridges?" asked the judge
replied Paulus, "and I am
holding them as exhibits in the case.
"I desire to have a chemical examina-
tion made of the remaining bullets
to determine if they are poisoned,"
said the judge. "I therefore order
you personally to take the revolver
and the bullets to Prof. E. W. Somer,
for a chemical tePt.
"Also, It is my urgent order that
Schrank was within seven feet of
the colonel when he leveled his gun at
the breast. He fired
once, but an instant later Martin leap-
ed on him and hurled him to the
ground.
He twisted a sturdy arm around the
assassin's neck in a half Nelson lock,
and with his free hand grasped the re-
volver around the hammer so that the
trigger could not be pulled a second
time. Cochems then sprang upon
Schrank and the would-b- e
was helpless.
Cochems and a special policeman
wrenched the gun away from Schrank.
Then the crowd surged forward, some
of the spectators, it was feared, bent
on having the man's life, but Martin
and CochemB dragged him to safety
under Colonel Roosevelt's direction.
ground.
Captain A. O. Girard, of Milwau-
kee, who was on the front seat, jump-
ed almost at the same time, and in an
instant the man was overpowered
and disarmed.
A wild cry of "lynch him" went up
from the crowd, Colonel Roosevelt
spoke to the people and told them to
spare the assassin. The man was
taken into the hotel and held there
until he was removed to the police
station.
The shooting took place in the
street in front of the hotel Gilpatrick.
Colonel Roosevelt reached Milwau-
kee shortly after 5 o'clock and mak-
ing his way through the crowd that
had gathered at the station, entered
an automobile and was driven to the
hotel. He took dinner in a private
dining room of the main floor with the
members of the party on his private
car.
After dinner Colonel Roosevelt
went to his room on the second floor
of the hotej and shortly before 8
o'clock he started for the auditorium.
His automobile stood in front of the
door and about it was a crowd of
several hundred persons, who were
waiting to catch a glimpse of the
colonel as he started off.
With the colonel were Phillip
Roosevelt, a young cousin; Mr. Coch- -
WOOD SEES DANGER
COAST.
one address in New York and October
26 was mentioned as a possible date
for a Madison Square Garden speech
if the colonel is able.
Colonel' Roosevelt slept for two
hours after his arrival in Chicago, be-
fore he was awakened and was con-
ducted to Mercy hospital. Meanwhile
his train, which consisted of two privat-
e-coaches and two baggage cars,
was being viewed silently by a crowd
of 400 persona that bad .gathered in
the railway station.
An automobile backed up to within
two feet of the private car "May-
flower" when all was ready to take the
colonel to the hospital.
Immediately the rear door of the
coach was opened by Dr. Murphy and
Colonel Roosevelt stepped out with a
steady stride. He was supported
slightly by the physician. As colonel
Roosevelt was descending the steps of
the car, several flash light pho-
tographs were taken.
"Gosh! Shot again," he exclaimed
with a smile. As he walked to the
automobile Colonel Roosevelt saluted
newspaper men and policemen with a
cheery "good morning." After being
assisted into the ambulance, Colonel
this test case be made immediately
Portland, Oregon, Oct. 15. "The
military situation on the Pacific coast
is very undesirable at present," de-
clared Major General Leonard A.
Wood last night, speaking at a ban-
quet in his honor by the Portland
Commercial Club.
Ely. Nev., Oct. 15. The furnace
and converter men at McGill and the)
machinists and carpenters joined the
strike against tbe Nevada Consolida-
ted Mining company last night. A
Don't hurt the man Don't let any veyed to me so j m&y b(j ,n ft
event of Invasion by a hostile force is ,mmlnent-
-
very small. Either we must increase j POSTMASTERS CLASSIFIED. --
the army or we must aet trooos from i New York, Oct. 15. President
one hurt him," insisted the colonel,
and his plea was respected.
Martin is 29 years old and a native
of Manchester, Vermont. He joined
the Roosevelt staff in August by simp-
ly walking into progressive head-
quarters In New York asking for a job
He was given it and soon after was
made the colonel's personal steno--
tion to telegraph Colonel Roosevelt's
surgeons in case fittest shows thjit
there will be further complications
from poison in the wound."
Jailer Paulus and Attorney Sebal
hastened by motor to Professor
Somer's laboratory.
The revolver which John Schrank
used in his attempt On Colonel Roose- -
the interior stations. We don't want
to ask congress to Increase the army.
Public sentiment would not permit
it.
Taft, on board the yacht Mayflower,
today signed an executive order, put-
ting 35,000 fourth class postmasters
in the classified service.(Continued on page four).
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TONIGHT! TAKE A Red Rounli Hands
Latin-America- n country, and Ameri-
can concerns are willing to employ
American labor which they haven't,
at the present time, been able to get
to meet the demand.
Those who desire further informa-
tion in any matter relative to Mex-
ico may write to John W. Roberts,
Consulado Americano, Paseo Bolivar,
Xo. 200, Chihuahua, Mexico.
ESIGASGARET Made Soft andWiite
- T
The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and large Variety of the
" Soltaire " Goods. Always the Leader
x5in a SingleOTHER POLLSSHOW TEDDY
STILL IN LEAD
York City.
J. A. Street, Tucumcari.
J. F. Ward, Tucumcari.
David E. Houston, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mrs. Blackmer and sons, Espanola.
T. C. Rivera, Chamita.
James Reed, Albuquerque.
H. O. Snyder, Pueblo.
Tom L. Turner, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Bukhahn, Los Angeles.
L. C. White, Denve-- .
F. Bernlnger, Los Angeles.
W. M. Taber, Glorieta.
R. D. Blane, Denver.
EUROPEAN.
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Mahoney, Colo-
rado Springs.
Mrs. Garrett, City.
J. Garrett, City.
E. Sena, City.
S. S. Carroll, Denver.
Mrs. Martin.
CORONADO.
Harry Lee Frank.
John G. Kelly.
Mrs. M. D. Flanigan.
James Donabo.
J. L. Holland, Alcalde.
Carlos Manzanos, Park View.
A. A. Tipton, Santa Rosa.
J. D. Kavanaugh. Kansas City.
A. Gonzales, City.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
PALACE.
Judge F. W. Parker, Oity.
John T. McClure, Roswell.
F. R. Frankenburger, Roswell.
S. S. Craig, Espanola.
Mrs. C. B. Moore, Espanola.
S. S. Craig, Espanoal.
A. Mennett, Las Vegas.
R. W. Butter, Denver.
A. S. Brookes, City.
Mrs. Seligman, City.
Judge and Mrs. E. C. Abbott, City.
H. Li. Moulton, City.
S. A. Hutchinson, Velarde.
H. Wleserhurs Colorado Springs.
E. S. Johnson, Wichita.
J. S. Lawrence, Cripple Creek.
J. C. Wild, Denver.
L. O. Fullen, Roswell.
Jeanette Anderson, Chicago.
B. F. Seggerson, City.
MONTEZUMA.
J. B. Garlow, City.
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
George Curry, Tularosa.
P. M. McMerrin, St. Louis.
A. P. Moran, Las Vegas.
Andre Duitz, New York City.
N. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W, Berglings, New
No Headache, Sour Stomach,
Biliousness or Consti-
pation by Morning.
Turn the rascals out the headache,
the biliousness, the indigestion, the
sick, sour stomach and foul gases
turn them out tonight and keep them
out with Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset
stomach.
Don't put In another day of distress.
Let Cascaret's cleanse and regulate
your stomach; remove the sour, undi-
gested and fermenting food and that
misery-makin- g gas; take the excess
bile from your liver and carry out of
the system all the constipated waste
The pulse of the people is being
gauged through the establishment of
Bull Moose stores in several sections
in New York. One has been establish-
ed at the Hudson Terminal Building
in lower New York. At this point
people not only in New York and in
New Jersey, but travelers from Con
GROCERY GIT
Southern Corntr Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
With all cash purchases, we give register tickets
necticut and the New England states
and the middle west, and throughout
the country in fact, are reached.
Stores of the Republicans and the
Democrats are also located in the
Hudson Terminal building within
seventyflve feet of the Bull Moose
store. The largest business so far
has been done by the Bull Moose
store and the largest crowds get
matter and poison in the intestines and
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sofa Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, fardeo & field seeds in bulk and packages
it to read the Progressive campaign
literature, which is given free, and to
buy buttons and handkerchiefs and
'
and Ointment
Treatment: On retiring, soak
the hands in hot water and
Cuticura Soap. Dry, anoint
with Cuticura Ointment, and
wear soft bandages or old loose
gloves during the night.
Cuticura Snap and Ointment Hold throughout the
worU. Liberal aaniple of each mailed free. with.
book. AddranH "Cuticura," Dept. 2, Hoaton.
srTender-faoe- d nu-- ahave in comfort with Cuti-
cura Soap Shaving Uick, 2So. Liberal eample tree.
bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret tonight will surely
straighten you out by morning. They
work while you sleep, A box
from any drug store means a clear
ead, sweet stomach and clean, healthy
liver and bowel action for months.
Children love to take Cascarets be-
cause they taste good never gripe or
sicken.
"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"
The.Original and Only Absolutely Air-Tig- Heater on the Market.
THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
A Money andFuel Saver
JOHN ROBERTS
WRITES REGARDING
OLD MEXICO
pictures of Theodore Roosevelt which
are on sale.
At this particular store more than
$275 has been taken in during the past
two days and thousands of people
have carried away literature.
Crowds generally get about the Bull
Moose store about noon-tim- e and
many comments are heard as to how
the individuals will vote and what
they think of the Progressive party.
An unfailing characteristic of these
crowds is the enthusiasm of the men
who say they will vote the progressive
ticket. In this connection a man liv-
ing in Atlantic City, N. J., and doing
business in New York, stated today
that while coming up in the smoker,
Phone Black
45LEO HERSCHPhone Black45 DON'T KILL THE SPIDER.
Aside from snakes there is probably
no living thing which can look to
mankind for friendship with so little
hope as the spider, yet when the
spider is fairly brought to trial it is
rather hard to prove anything against
Since coming down to the American
consulate in Chihuahua, I have re-
ceived a number of inquiries from per-
sons living throughout New Mexico
relative to the opportunities open in
Mexico for young men speaking the
Spanish and English languages. Since
the apparent settlement of political
Holds Fire for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Make four Selection
while our stock is com-
plete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantagsstobehad
in Purchasing a Coles.
BUY A COLES HEATER
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD
PORTLAND CEMENT Dawson CoalSawed Wood
Iola
EI Toro him except his appearance and a few
cobwebs. Apart from furnishing an
example of industry and patiencehe took a poll of 56 men. Out of this
number the following is the result: from which we might well profit, the
Roosevelt ....35 spider feeds exclusively upon freshly
killed insects, all of them being of
R. J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard ML ,Wilson 15Taft 6Another man who lives at Hastings- - FOR HARD COAL
stated that out of 49 FOR SOFT COAL
conditions in this immediate vicinity
I have been able to make inquiries
among the prominent manufacturers
and mine owners of Chihuahua to the
end noted, as follows:
The best opening for young men in
this section of Mexico lies in the large
mining and lumber camps of which
there are many in the state of Chi-
huahua. These camps are willing to
snap up young men all the time who
Mica doors are extra large fitted in re-
cessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Radiant".
Coles original down draft. This Is the
stove for the home, the office and all
publie places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servicable and economical of all stoves.
men in the smoking car, voted:
Roosevelt .... .., 22
Wilson 20
' Taft 2
Undecided 5
All Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Vard III Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
'
Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100 Here are
two straw votes from Illi WOOD -- DAVIS HADWARE COMPANY.
i,r-- Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.nois:Illinois Watch Company, in Sangamon
the kind denounced by the sanitary
authorities, the house fly being its
favorite quarry.
As the actual destruction of a few
hundred house flies means that several
hundred thousand that would other-
wise have srent gay lives in transmit-
ting typhoid and other diseases will
not come into existence, and as al-
most any spider should be able to
account for ns many as three hundred
in the course of a summer, to say
nothing of stray mosquitoes and black
gnats, we surely owe him something
more than a flap with a slipper when
we happen to catch him out of his
hole.
A spider can bite, of course, buthe seldom does except in self-defens-
and even then the bite is not much
worse than would have been received
from any one of the several hundred
mosquitoes he has probably dined up- -
have a fair education and a knowledge
of both the Spanish and English lan-
guages. Clerical positions are open
in their offices, and for those who
desire out-doo- r employment are such
position as foreman, time-keeper- s,
etc. The companies who employ the
largest number of men in their camps
are the Madera Lumber company, Ma
County, 111.
Roosevelt . 230
Taft 80
Wilson . . 70
Debs , 12
Sangamon Electric Company:
Roosevelt. . . . . 6
Wilson ...
Taft 9
Debs 9 LIGHT
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
oal &HDtfE8TAAL.EL Wood
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
dera, Chihuahua; S. Pearson & Son,
Batopilas, Chihuahua; The Rio Tinto
Copper company, Terrazas, Chih., the
American Smelting & Refining com-
pany. Chihuahua,, Chih., and many
other smaller companies who, on ac
A poll of the passengers on board
the Spring Valley lExpress of the Erie on, or win, jf let alone. In the HuntRailroad was taken a day or two ago of present scientific knowledge, theVoting cards were passed around and story of the spider and the fly that
was invited into the pretty pallorJoes not cause such a stir of sym
signed, with the following result:
Theodore Roosevelt 92
William H. Taft 30
Woodrow Wilson -- 58
Eugene V. Debs 2
pathy for the fly as it once did.
count of the revolution, lack such men
as are described above, and writing to
these parties giving references and
stating that one has knowledge of
Spanish, will, without a doubt, get a
position for the young man which will
pay from $50 to $150 gold, possibly
more, as a starter. Bookkeepers,
stenographers, typewriters, civil and
hydraulic engineers, machinists and
chauffeurs can readily find employ
It will not pay you to waste vaurA canvass of twenty-thre- e voters in time writing out your legal form
when you can get them alreadv nrint.WOODY S STAGE LI a railroad office at 143 Liberty streetNew York City, yesterday showed the
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-
ODS,IN Electricity plays a most Impo-
rtant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-
ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
ed at the New Mexican Printing
company.From
ment in Chihuahua with good salaries
following result:
Roosevelt 15
Wilson 2
Taft 4
Undicided 2
and excellent opportunities for ad
vancement or going into business on Every Womantheir own responsibility. Of course,
there are many men coming into Mex-
ico; doctors, mining men and others
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and' arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good cove re hacks and good
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store,
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Booms for Kent 25c ana 50c
Short Orders st All Honrs,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
frenck Noodle Order 10c, s dlsA,
Kmw Tork Chop Sue? 60a
u interested and should know
about the wonderful
MARVEL Whirling Spray
The new Vaginal Svrinaa.
soil most convenient. Itwith a profession but they will find it
very difficult to find good positions L "'" Cleanses Instantly.
H: E. Archer, merchant of West-ove- r,
Ala., states "My boy had a
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
severe he could not get out of bed for
a week. The first few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
and before we had given him the con
Ask your druggist for itIf he cannot supply theMABVsri .v.
here as they lack the most essential
Qualification necessary for a success
ut send stamp for illustratedteams. Fare S5.00 round trip. Teamefurnished commero?1 men to take In ful career in a foreign country book sealed. It elves full cartlm. FOWERlars and directions ibhimvthe surrounding towns. Wire Knbudo WUa CO.. 44 East 23d Strut. Km .lark!tents of one bottle, ne was wen.Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
knnt continually in our house, it is
perfectly safe and effective," For sale
OTHING IS QUITE SO CONVEN
by all Druggists.
STRIPED ZEBRAS LKS' THEATER, NE IENT as to touch the button andyour stove is ready to cook yourSCARED THtm TO-NIG- HTASK FOR TICKETSSHIP YOUR FREIGHT
PDHM CANT A PP To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
rlVUlU JAH 1A lC all points in New Mexico, Ari-
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW. MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Even horses, so gentle and kind, so CLARENCE AUSKINGS
willing and patient, seem to have their
OFFERS
With the settlement of the Mexican
revolution will come the greatest
openings for energetic young men
with fair educations. Mexico will
advance more in commerce, in-
dustries, manufactures and mining in
the next ten years than she has in the
last fifty. American and English con-
tractors are carefully watching for
the close of the revolution when they
can come' into Mexico and help build
her immense dams and reservoirs that
are now contemplated, to help ex-
tend her railroads, her highways and
build new modern cities; in fact, to
take advantage of Mexico's wonder-
ful resources and help develop them.
Immense projects are now under way
with more to come. All this presents
only an open gate into a place full of
opportunities, rich in mines, lumber
and agriculture, for the active young
American who speaks Spanish. In
this connection I will say that there
is more American capital invested
"bete noir." This was oemonsiraiea
shortly after 8 o'clock this morning
when the circus came up to me
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
John E. Frank Players
show grounds, passing through tne
plaza.
Two immense horses of the WellsEast Fargo Express company were imea
up waiting for orders In front of the
express office. Their heads were lac
FEATURING
NELLIE WAITERS
AND
JOHN E.FRANK
late Musical Comedy Stars from
"The Flower of the Ranch"
and
" The Golden Girl."
The
Best
Route
ing the north. The animals wore
blind bridles, it is said, but somehow SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
enough daylight crept in to enable
them to focus their accommodating
muscles on two big elephants, threeWest now in the state of Chihuahua than infive of the states of the union put to-
gether, which shows that the Ameri-
can capitalist realizes that Mexico pre-
sents today more favorable opportu-
nities for investment than any other
rTO-NIGH- T,For Rates and Full Information Address
camels and a couple of curious looking
quadrupeds which might have been
labelled zebras or worse. The horses
showed nervous symptoms as the ele-
phants passed by; but they gave vent
tc real morbid manifestations as the
camels came withing their range of
vision, but when the zebras, or what-
ever they were, drew nigh well, the
horses manifested signs of nervous
IEUGENE FOX, " F P. AGENT,EL PASO, TEXAS. n r
"StElmo"$100 REWARD, $100.The readers of this paper will bepleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
Hifh Class Vaudeville Between Acts.depletion.
These symptoms were
followed by a dash up Palace avenue
at break-nec- k speed. J. B. Sloan, ofSave Your Orders
FOR RHODES at The Novelty Shop, Price, 25, 35 and 50 Cents.Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drng Strore.
Rooms With Bath,. . . . $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, re-
quires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
acting directly on the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the dis-
ease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing its work.
the weather bureau, followed with a
rapid stride in an effort to head off
the first Wells Fargo team while
the driver of the second team made
a brilliant dash for his horse's reins,
halting the steed. The other horse
was making a bee line for a two horse
carriage standing in front of the post
office when Winthrop Namara, a
tcurist of Cleveland, Ohio, rushed out
of the building and stopped the terri-
fied animal.
The email boy is right; when the
circus comes to town there's a big
time. ;
For Fruit Ladders, Step Lad.
ders, Common Ladders, Iron-
ing Tables, Upholstering,
Furniture Repairing and ail
Kinds of Repair Work. .'. ..
104 Galisteo Street
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. Ai
All work guaranteed first class.
J.F.RHOADS
ECOMONY
GROCERY
" All Colds at Right Prices"
13 THE MOTTO OF
J. H. BLAIN, Jr.
SQUARE DEAL TO JILL
309 San Francisco Street
1 5. C. BUFF OBPINGTOOS
A Number of
Thoroughbred Cockerels
I-
-
For sale at
$1.50 to $3.00
m ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire Q
Proof Annex, every room with bath..
The proprietors have so much faith
in its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that
it fails to cure. Send for list of tes-
timonials.
Address V. J. CHENEY & CO., To-
ledo. Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-
pation, !
$3.00 to $5.00
Charles A. Wheelon
PHONE tOi f '
..Subscribe for the Santa. Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild-
ing of our new State.
Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
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THIS IS
LAST NIGHT
AT THE ELKS
The John E. Franks players at the
Elks last night left with their audi-
ence a most pleasing impression.
The play presented was a comedy
that ran along smoothly with each
For Tlie Nervous Woman,
Or the woman who experiences hot flushes nothing is bo good to soothe, quiet
and calm the nervous system as a pure glycerio extract of native medical plants,
and made without alcohol, which has been sold by druggists for the past forty
years, and most favorably known as Doctor Tierce's Favorite Prescription. In
younger years some women sufcr from dizziness, or fainting spells, hysteria,
headache, bearing down iccKni'a and pain. All these symptoms of irregularity
ond female disturbance ere relieved ty the use of thin fuuious " Prescription
of Doctor Pierce.
As a powerful, invigorating tonio "Favorite Prescription imparts strength
to the whole system, ccd iu particular to the organs distinctly feminine.l. 1 .nm nut " 11 mn.ilnwn." Hehilittlted EVERYBODY'Smember of the company doing clean
and finished work. There were noI JU In I teachers, milliners, dressmakers, ser.mstrcsses, "shop-girls- ,house-keeper- s, nursing mothers, and feeble women generally,it is an excellent appetizing cordial and restorative tonic.
"My diseaso was calli-- retroversion." writ Mrs. Lydia McDo-
nald, of Mixunta, Mich., Route 1. " I had nervous chills and numb spella
end tlioy would leave me very weak. Then J had inflammation and tha
doctor said 1 had a floating kidney. I doctured seven months with our
lamily physician. Ho said I would have to have an operation. I hen 1
stopped takintr his medicine. After takinsr three bottles of Dr. P"" s
medicines I have not had any nervous chills or weak spells. I am better
thai), for years. . . . . . t..-- .
SHOE STORE!
"sticks" in the cast and with much of
humor mingled with a touch of seri-
ousness "The Love Pirate" furnished
for the auditors a very enjoyable eve-
ning.
The vaudeville sketches between
acts were without fault or criticism Mv rtaujrnror IS now TaKinjf tne rreampiiim siiu jr. i m
' Golden Medical Discovery, also the ' I'ellets ' for nervousness and wak.
tired feeling. These remedies nave neipeu ner ever bo mucn in a "
time. We have treat faith in your medicines for female troubles.
Mas. McDonald. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets mauce miia natural novel movement. WE CATER TO THE SHOE REQUIRE-MENTS OF EVERYBODY ! We have
Shoes for every member of the family, from
Grandpa down to Baby I
and each called for an enthusiastic
encore.
play but Nellie Waters and John
The play was in no sense a star
Frank who were headlined, certainly
gave their auditors a bit of real play
acting that was a delight.
It would be difficult to single out
for special mention the other numbers
of the cast, because it was evenly
balanced and the work was clear cut
and excellent. Jack Dalroy as Jod-drel- l,
the newly rich soapmaker, who
jingled his money with such unction
and Ina Fenmore his snobby wife,
present to witness again litis really
excellent band of players, in this en-
grossing old play.
Those attending the performance
tonight can be assured of a pleasant
evening with the John F. Frank
Players.
EVERY SHOE WE SELL
IS AN EXCEPTIONAL
Johnson, Urban.
Laury, Mrs. M. E., (4).
Loopis, Mrs. It. E.
Lucas, R. T.
Luethje, Miss Alvina.
McShane, Miss Delia.
Martinez, Juan P.
Mortimer, Miss Emma.
Olson, Pete.
Pacheco, Mrs. Agapita Rodrigez de.
Padia, Mr. Josi, (2).
Reed, Miss George.
S. Miss Lucy W.
Scarle, Stanley A.
LETTER LIST. GOOD VALUE!
were decided favorites. Harry Lee
as Lieutenant Whipple acted with
an easy grace that was decidedly
It Wasn't We Woudn't Sell It io You!
pleasing. John Kelly as the dude
pseudo lord, was excellent, while Al
List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
M., for the week ending Oct. 12, 1912.
If not called for witLin two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington, D. C.
Captian of Salvation Army.
Chabez Miss Fanny.
Duran, Senor Bernardo.
Ford, E. P., (2).
Gonzales, Manuel A.
Greenwalt Bros.
Gutierres, Senora Eligia.
Herrera, Miss Petronila.
Jackson, Derra A.
Sumers, J. C, (2).
Tischy, Miss Adeline.
Washbourne, Mrs. C. L.
Willis, H. W.
Willis, Mrs. II. W.
In calling for these letters please
state whether advertised or not.
JOHN PFLUEGER,
Postmaster.
len Fisher as Nellie and Ada Hunter
as Margery Whipple made the most
of two neat juvenile roles.
Tonight the company presents St.
Elmo, the ever popular story which
one generation after another has be-
come absorbed in and which never
loses its popularity. In this play the
company should be at their best, and
a large audience will doubtless be
IP
ads. alwaysNew Mexican want
bring returns.
nirtAPITAL 1 AHOR
MEN'S SHOES
Smart or Conservative Styles, Shoes
for Dress, Comfort and Durability!
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 & $6.00
WOMEN'S SHOES
Shoes for the Street or House Wear.
Such Shoes as all Women take pleas-
ure in wearing
$2.50, $300, $3.50, $4.00 & $5.00
BOYS' & GIRL'S SHOES
Good Looking, Servicable Shoes, built
to fit growing feet correctly
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.00
MORE POWER TO THAT BOOT.
East Side of Plaza, - Santa Fe, New Mexico.
--saHENRY KRICKee--
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe, New Me. PFLUEGER'S
The Family Shoe Man
PEERLESS BAR
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
AND CIGARS
GREGG & COLE, Prop.
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Colonist Rates
VIA
RIO GRANDE
(Scenic Line of the World)
VERY LOW ONE-WA- Y FARES FROM DEN-
VER & RIO GRANDE STATIONS TO
British Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon and Washington Points
On Sale September 25th to October 10th
LIBERAL STOP OVERS
F. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jack-
sonville, Texas, says: "I was down
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
backache all the time, and was almost
tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking one
bottle I was better, and when I had
taken two more I was thoroughly
cured." For sale by all Druggists.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U .S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct
10, 1912.
""Notice is hereby given that Pino
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on
Sept. 21st, 1907, made Homestead En-
try No. 12056-0483- for SW 1-- Sec-
tion 14, Township 13 N., Range 9 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of Intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before H. C. Kinsell,
at Stanley, N. M., on the 22d day of
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Estevan Encinas, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Julio Montoya, of Galisteo, N. M.; An-
tonio Villanueva, Galisteo, N. M.; Jose
THE WORLD'S HUNAN BUTCHER THAT'S THE REAL TURK.
were carried back to Asiatic Turkey;
the old, to become, slaves; the young-
er, to be caged in harems. And he is
still the same old Turk.
Are You a Seller? An advertise-
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real es-
tate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.
A NEW RECRUIT.
And still they are joining the ranks
to fight for a "square deal." Here is
a new one. M. J. Castillo, well known
Santa Fean and a life long stand pat
republican, today announced that he
had quit the republican party and
back to the Turkish harems.
In 1860 Christians throughout
Asiatic Turkey were murdered in
large numbers; 12,000 were slaughter-
ed in and near Damascus between the
ninth and eleventh of July.
Two years before every Christian
male at Jedda was slain, and the
young women made slaves.
In 1894 the Turks fell on the Chris-
tian Armenians and wiped out whole
villages, and repeated their outrages
at the massacres of Sasoui and Talori,
1904, when 9000 Armenians were kill-
ed in a night.
In 1896 more than 7000 Christians
were slaughtered in the streets of
Constantinople.
Since 187G more than 50,000 Armen-- ,
THE WORLD'S HUMAN BUTCHER.
Horror of a Half Century Under the
Bloody Government of the Porte,
Listed Gladstone's Terrible State-
ment.
Gladstone, the great British com-
moner, said that more men had been
slaughtered in the Balkan states by
the Turks than were then alive.
The last half-centur- during which
civilization has made tremendous
progress and even war has become
less inhuman, has seen no lessening
of Turkish barbarities.
Bulgaria has been the scene of mas-
sacre after massacre; the most hor-
rible happened in May, 1876, when the
Turks burned 65 villages, slaughtered
15,000 men and boys, and carried off
10,000 Bulgarian women to exist in a
shameful slavery.
Eight years before, the Turks left
Call on or write your local agent or W. D. Shea, T. P. A,;
Santa Fe, for information as to rates, routes, etc.
,50 that he had aligned himself with theprogressive party. He will take thefield in this county for the election ofthe progressive ticket. "I am poorbut I have a great many friends andI believe that I can induce many ofthem to join me," said Mr. Castillo.ians have been murdered by the NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.Department of the Interior.U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Sept 20, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
Died of Pneumonia Tircio Padilla
died of pneumonia last night. He was
60 years of age. Surviving him areINCREASE a bloody trail throughout Servia andRoumania, and carried many captives
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Sept 11, 1912.Notice is hereby given that Andres
G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
on Sept 9, 1907, made homestead ap-
plication. 04786, No. 11988, for S 1-- 3
NE 1-- N 1--2 SE 1-- 4
a widow and two children.
Turks, and nearly that many Albanian
girls have been enslaved.
Just three years ago, on April 14,
1909, the Christians of Adana, MersinaJ
and Tarsus were made the victims ofj
Turkish brutality. In three days and
nights 45,000 Armenians, Greeks and
Syrians were slain; their homes laid
desolate; their wives, daughters and:8 Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. ftsince March 1, 1912, in thenumber of direct branchoffices of the Remington
Typewriter Company in the
United States.
sisters penned in Turkish harems.
In June, 1911, a large body of flee-iri- g
Albanian women and children
menaian, nas filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es-tablish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before the Register or Re-ceiv-
at Santa Fe. N. M.. on Nov.
Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
on August 20, 1907, made Homestead
application, No. 04732-1191- for Lots
1 and 2, Section 6 and Lot 4, Section
5, Township 16 N., Range 12 E N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-
tion to make five-yea- r proof, to estab-
lish claim to the land above described,
before Register and Receiver, TJ. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on the 8th day of November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-tin- o
Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTER,
Register.
16, 1912.
Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby'a
voice, because nature intended her for
motherhood. - But even the loving
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
were caught between two wings of;
the Turkish army and were dishonored
or killed, or both. (A British officer j
wrote his government a report, and
among other horrible instances told
of a Albanian girl who had
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Gonzales y Rovbal. AndThe importance of this fact to
Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador
a period or suffering ana danger. Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department or the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M- -
been mistreated by 32 Turkish sol-- !
diers and then vilely mangled.
Most of the reports of TurKish
atrocities made to the great European!
powers by their own officials are ,un- -
printable.
The most recent massacre was on
September 9, 1912 a month ago j
when two Armenian villages were pil-- j
laged and three-fourth- s of the male
Inhabitants were killed by the Kurds,
Had Tuberculosis
of Glands; Now Well
It you are a sufferer from Glandular
Tuberculosis, or know of anyone 80
afflicted, it might be well to Investigatethis case, where the writer declares after
a year of sulferiiiK, be found permanent
relief and full recovery to health by
uslnff Krkmnn'a Alterative, a medicine
which Ims been effective in many cases
of Tuberculosis:
i"i7 Lnruston St., Phlla., Pa.
"Gentlemen : In March, 1900. I was
taken nick anil my doctor pronounced
my ease 'Tuberculosis in the Glands.'
fedlcal treatment did not help me. and
on my doctor's advice. I went to a hos-
pital to be operated upon, but relief was
only temporary. I lost strength, and at
times would have cold sweats and fever.
In April, 1910. 1 returned to the hospital,but the continued operations were not
benefiting me.
"In the meantime, a friend of mine
advised Kckmnn's Alterative, saying it
was good for Tuberculosis. The wounds
in my neck were still open and in a
frightful condition when I started to
take it. After using two bottles. I
found I was improving, having gained
weight, could eat, and was able to sleep.
I continued using it until I was well,
which was in November. 1!)1). liefore I.
took the medicine. I hart three hemor-
rhages; since I have been taking it, Ihave not bad any. Ou November 11,
1910, I started to work, and since that
time I have not lost one day's work
through sickness. I can highly recom-
mend Kckman's Alterative to anyone
who Is suffering from Tuberculosis or
Gland Trouble, providing they take it
as directed. I will gladly correspond
with anv party desiring further Infor-
mation of what the medicine did for me."
(Sworn afflrtaviti JOSEPH B. WHITE.Eckman's Alterative is effective in Bron-
chitis, Asthma. Hay Fever; Throat and
Lnng Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or habit-formin- g drugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries and write to Eckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for evi-
dence. For sale by all leading druggists
If zook's tPannacy, Santa re.
the typewriter user lies in the. expansion and
development of Remington Service, Efficiency.
The two factors of Remington Typewriter
Supremacy are Quality and Service. The one goes
with the sale ; the other follows the sale. The one
, is in the machine; the other is back of the machine.
And both are essential to the permanent satisfaction
of the typewriter user.
I The great expansion of the Remington Sfles Organization has
advanced our service facilities beyond any standard attained or attain-
able in the past. This service goes everywhere and it covers everything.
j Whatever your need in ihe typewriter service line, whether ribbons, carbons,
inspections, adjustments, rentals or operators, the means to supply that
need are bound to be close at hand if your machine is
monarch, a Smith premier or . remington.
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock. Ark.,
says: "For the past two years I suf-
fered with kidney trouble, had severe
pains across my back and over my
hips that almost meant death to me
at times. I used several well known
kidney remedies, but got no relief un-
til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
I can truthfully say made me a sound
and well man." For sale by all
September 13. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
Entry No. 8479-0693- for SB 1-- 4 NW
4 E 2 SW 1-- 4 Sec. 13 and NE 1-- 4
NW Section 24, Township 11 N.,
Range 13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make five-ye-
proof, to establish claim to the land
Women who use Mother s Friend are
saved much discomfort and suffering1,
and their systems, being thoroughly
prepared by this great remedy, are
In a healthy condition to meet tha
time with the least possible suffering
and danger. Mother's Friend Is
recommended only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers; it Is In
no sense a remedy for various Ills,
but its many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements re-
ceived from women who have used It
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
derived from Its use. This remedy
does not accomplish wonders but sim-
ply assists nature to perfect its work.
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pro-ven- ts
caking of
the breasts, and llinTff
io every way jT
contributes to TZl,TlSttll
strong, healthy
motherhood. Mother's Friend Is sold
at drug stores. Write for our freebook for expectant mothers.
BXADHELO REGULATOR CO.. Ada. Ga.
Receiver, TJ. S. Land Office, at Santa
a tribe kindred to the Turks, and who
have been given police powers over
the Armenians by the Young Turk
government
' Long before the Turk made his ad-
vent Into Europe, in 1356, he was
butchering Christians and violating
Christian women.
His uncivilized rule in Europe
really began with the fall of Constanti-
nople, when the city was stained with
the blood of helpless Greeks and
Slavs. Convents were forced open and
young girls violated at the altar. More
than 50,000 Greek women and girls
Let Him Know It If you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special tal-
ent, do not hide It under a bushel.
Rem i ngtonTypewriter(lacorporated) Company.
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado. ,
fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Crua
Griego, ot Leyba. N. M., Macario Ley-abo-
described, before Register or
ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine,
ol Willard, N. M, John Pettine, ot
WUlard, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.
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THEODORE ROOSEVELT.11 Brown, a Roosevelt supporter, wasshot today by a fanatic who was ap-parently celebrating the phooting ot
Colonel Roosevelt. Brown had pur-
chased a paper from a newsboy who
cried out the news of the shooting,
when a man standing a few feet dis-
tance drew a revolver and shouting,
"Hurrah," fired two shots, one of
which struck Brown. Brown collapsed
and the shooter escaped. Brown's
wound is not serious.
AT THE NEW YORK CAME FRIDAY.
turned and looked at Colonel Roose-
velt.
"Tell us, are you hurt?"
Men and women shouted wildly.
Some of them rose from their seats
and rushed forward to look more
closely at the colonel.
Colonel Roosevelt rose and walked
to the edge of the platform to quiet
the crowd. He raised his hand and
instantly there was silence.
"It's true," he said. Then slowly he
unbuttoned his coat and placed his
hand on his breast. Those in the front
of the crowd could catch sight of the
bloodstained garment. "I'm going to
ask you to be very quiet,'' : said
Colonel Roosevelt, "and please excuse
me from making you a very ' long
speech, I'll do the best I can, but you
see, there's a bullet in my body. But
it's nothing. I'm not hurt badly."
A sight of relief went up from the
crowd and then there was an outburst
of tumultuous cheering. Thoroughly
assured by the colonel's actions that
he was in no serious danger the peo-
ple presently settled back into their
seats to hear his speech.
Colonel Roosevelt began to speak in
a firm voice, somewhat lower than its
usual tone and except that his charac-
teristic gestures were less emphatic
than usual, there was nothing about
the man to indicate his condition.
After he had been speaking a few
moments, however,, his voice sank
somewhat and he seemed to stand
rather unsteadily. Dr. Terrell and
Colonel Lyon stepped up to him and
the doctor insisted that he stop.
"I'm going to finish this speech,"
- fU w " v lS fit
,tCTMa.aj.v. v y m-- - " ' " :. .....,....v,- - ...in.
XO 1, MERKLE STEALING SECU.XD IN THE SECOND INXIXG.
GIANTS AGAIN 11 TO 4
BOSTON GOES TO PIECES BADLY TO-DA- Y
drive into the crowd in right field.
Snodgrass flied out to Lewis. Murray
out Hall to Stahl.
.
Two runs, one hit, no errors.
Second Half: Stahl sent a long fly
to Devore. Wagner singled over sec-
ond. On a wild pitch, Wagner went
to third. The ball went into the
grand stand and- Wagner was allowed
the extra base. Tesreau threw out,
Cady at first. Hall walked. Hooper
struck out., , - "'
No runs, no hits, no errors.
SEVENTH INNING.
First Half: Merkle singled to cen-
ter. Herzog flied out to Lewis. Stahl
made a nice stop of Lewis' wide throw
to catch Merkle at first. Meyers got
a fielder's choice. Fletcher flied to
Speaker. Merkle scored on a single to
right by Tesreau. Meyers took second
on the play. Devore flied out to Lew-
is.
One run, three hits, no. errors.
Second half: Wilson is now catch-
ing for New York. Fletcher threw out
Yerkes. Speaker singled to center.
Lewis doubled to left, Speaking taking
third. Fletcher threw out Gardner,
Speaking scoring,' Lewis took third.
Lewis scored When Doyle fumbled
Stahl's grounder. Wagner fanned.
Two runs, two hits, one error.
EIGHTH INNING.
First half: Doyle' singled to right.
Snodgrass out on a grounder to Stahl,
unassisted. Doyle took second.
Speaker made a brilliant catch of
Murray's long drive. Merkle out,
(Continued from page one).
ems, Mr. Martin and Captain Girard.
The crowd pressed close about the
colonel and gave him a cheer as he ap-
peared. As the party reached the au-
tomobile, Colonel Roosevelt's com-
panions stood aside and he stepped
into the car.
Martin entered directly behind him
and sat on the further side of the
car.
Colonel Roosevelt stood up, waving
his hat in answer to the cheers of
the crowd. The assassin was stand-
ing in the crowd a few feet from the
automobile. He pushed his' way to
the side of the car and raising his
gun, fired.
Martin caught the flash of the re-
volver as the shot was fired and leap-
ed over' the car a second after the
bullet sped on its way. Colonel Roose-
velt barely moved as the shot was
fired. Before the crowd knew what
had happened, Martin, who is six feet
tall and a former football player, had
landed equally on the assassin's
shoulders ai.J bore him to the
ground. He tL.aw his right arm about
the man's neut with a deathlike grip
and with tht left hand, seized the
hand that heu the revolver.
In another bi.ond he had disarmed
him.
Colonel Roccevelt stood ' calmly
looking on, at. though nothing had
happened. Mar. fi picked the man up
ab though he we,e a child and carried
him the few feet which separated
them from the car, almost to the side
of the colonel.
.
"Here he it," said Martin, "look at
him, colonel."
All this happened within a few sec-
onds and Colonel Roosevelt stood gaz-
ing rather curiously at the man who
had attempted his life before the
stunned crowd knew what was going
on. Then a howl of rage went up.
"Lynch him, kill him," cried, a hun-
dred men. '1 he crowd pressed in on
the man and Mr. Martin and Captain
Girard, who had followed Martin over
the side of the automobile, were
caught with their prisoner in the
midst of a struggling throng of mad-dened men. It seemed for the mo-
ment that the assassin would be torn
to pieces by Ihe infuriated crowd and
it was Colom 1 Roosevelt, himself, who
interfered in behalf of the man. He
raised his h..nd and motioned imper-
iously to flu crowd to fall back.
"Stop, stop," he cried, "stand
back; don't hurt him." .,
The crowJ at first was not disposed
to heed his words, but at length fellback and permitted Martin and Cap-
tain Girard to carry the man into the
hotel. After a short struggle .the as-
sassin gave up and was carried with-
out resistance out of the reach of the
crowd.
"Are you hurt, colonel?" a hun-
dred voices called out.' .
"Oh, no," he responded with a
smile. "Missed me that time. I am
not hurt a bit' V. -
"I think we'd better be going on,"he said to the other members of his
party, "or we will - be late.'1
"No one in the party including Col-
onel Roosevelt, entertained the slight-
est notion that the colonel had been
shot. He felt no shock or pain at thetime and it was assumed that th
bullet went wild. As soon as Colonel
Roosevelt had assured himself that
the assassin was safe in the hands of
the police, he gave orders to drive on
to the auditorium.
They had hardly driven one of the
four blocks from the hotel to the au-
ditorium when John McGrath, another
of Colonel Roosevelt's secretaries,
uttered a sharp exclamation and
pointed to the colonel's breast.
"Look, colonel," he said, "there is
a noie in your overcoat."
Colonel Roosevelt looked down,
saw the hole, and then unbuttoned the
big army coat which he was wear-
ing, and thrust his hand in beneathit. When he Withdrew it his fingers
were covered with blood. ; ,Colonel Roosevelt was not at all
dismayed. - ;.;
"It looks as if I had been hit,"he said, "but I don't think it is any-
thing serious."
Dr. Scurry Terrell, of Dallas, Tex.,Colonel Roosevelt's physician, whohad entered the automobile just be-fore it started off, Insisted that the
colonel return to the hotel. He would
not hear of it and the car was drivento the auditorium.
As soon as they reached the build-
ing, Colonel Roosevelt was taken into
a dressing room and his outer gar-
ments were removed. Dr. Terrell, withthe help of Dr. John Stratton, of
Milwaukee, and Dr. S. S. Sorensori; of
Racine, Wis., who were in the audi-
ence and came to the dressing room
on a call from the platform, made a
superficial examination of the wound.
They agreed that It was impossible to
nazard a guess as to the extent of
the colonel's injuries and that he
should by all means go at once to a
hospital.
"I will deliver this speech or die;
one or the other," was Colonel Roose-
velt's reply.
Despite the protests of his physi-
cians, the colonel strode out of the
dressing room and to the stage.
Several thousand persons packed into
the big building, cheered loudly as he
entered and without a word to indi-
cate what had happened, went to his
seat. For several minutes the crowd,
no man of whom suspected that the
colonel bore a bullet in his body, kept
up its cheering. "
Then Mr. Cochems stepped to the
front of the platform and put his
hands up. There was something in his
manner that had its effect upon the
crowd and the cheering died sudden-
ly away. . .
"I have something to tell you," said
Mr. Cochems, "and I hope you will
receive .the news with calmness."
His voice shook as be spoke and a
death like stillness settled over the
throng. ' .
"Colonel Roosevelt has been shot;
he is wounded," he said in a slow
tone, but such was the stillness, that
every one heard it.
A cry ol astonishment and horror
went np from the crowd which was
thrown into confusion, 'Mr. Cochems!
HORSE PLAGUE GONE.
Topeka, Kan., Oct. 15. The horse-plagu-
that caused the death of more
than 20,000 horses in Kansas and an
actual loss of more than $2,000,000
during August and September has dis-
appeared as mysteriously as it came.
J. H, Mercer, state live stock commis-
sioner has not had a single new case
of the disease reported to him since a
week ago Saturday.
CHINA TO EXHIBIT.
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 15. From
the state department at Washington
today came word that China has ac-
cepted an invitation to participate in
position, making the nineteenth for-th-e
Panama-Pacifi- c international ex-el-
nation thus far to accept.
-
1 1 1 11. I 1L1 Xmior ail) uicit s numiug
quite so acceptable as
" THE QUEEN OF SWEETS."?
These Superb Chocolates
are tue parent, finest, beet tuat ever carried
a meaaage of friendship to her " dainty
token of lore and esteem that add ao much
to "her" Christmas pleasures.
CWAfaf would look Una area la a
that ever met milady's eyes I
So, do matter what else yon may gWa
"her," be SURE that a box of tj
roes with it I Pat op In 1, , I and
boxea.
S Tremendous Satisfaction.
E HAVE SWEETSw as well as Sours.
The Confectionery Line we
carry will always be se-
lected with the one thing
in view, THE QUALITY.
You know what
stands, for. We guarantee
them fresh.
THE MODERN GROCERY CO.
The Store With a Conscience.
WILLIAM FARAH EMIL MIGNARDOT
THE
Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your
thirst !
A Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins I
A Prink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles!
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly
IMPORTED rillADQ
and DOMESTIC vlvmRJ
255 San Francisco St.. Phone 239 W
Everything Electric
GNAGEY & CO.,
Dealers in All Kinds of
ELECTRIC SUPPLIES AND WORK
We guarantee all our work to be
first class and according to underwrit
ers' rules. .We give repair work as
well as new work our prompt atten
tion. We carry no eld stock. .Every
thing new. Our prices, we assure you,
are the best that your city ever ex-
perienced. Just a few of your business
men for reference: Wood-Davi- s Hard-
ware Co., Modern Grocery C6., H. Oen-dah- l,
W, D. Arrighl.
Office Palace and Cathedral Place.
P. O. Box 308.
Pope Motor Cycle
4 Horse Power
PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.
Motorcycle without a doubt with troubleleft at the factory.
, LIGHT BIL BUT AND HZLJABLK, ,
PASH BROS., Acts., Santa F);
R. H. E.
New York . 11 10 4
Boston 4 9 5
Fenway Park, Oct. 15 The New
York National overwhelmingly defeat-
ed the Boston Americans today by a
score of 11 to 4, before a crowd of
over 30,000 people. Each team having
won three games, they will play the
deciding contest of the world's series
here tomorrow,
"Smokey" Joe Wood, the Red Sox
star pitcher was driven from the box
in the first inning when his delivery
was touched for seven hits which net-
ted six runs.
Hall finished in the box for Boston
and was batted freely. The game
was loosely played In the field on both
sides. '
THE OFFICIAL BOX SCORE.
New York: AB BII PO A E
Devore, If. , . . 4 3
Doyle, 2b. . ... 4 2
Snodgrass, cf. ,. 5 1
Murray, rf. . ,. 4 1
Merkle, lb. , . 5 10
Herzog, 3b. . . 4 0
Meyers, c. . . . 4 6
"Wilson, c. . . 1 2
'Fletcher, ss. . . 5 2
Tesreau, p. . , . 4 0
Totals 40 11 16 27 10 4
Boston: ABRBHPOAE
Hooper, rf. ,. 3 0 1 1 1 0
Yerkes, 2b 4 0 0 1 4 0
Speaker, cf. . 4 1 1 4 0 1
Lewis, If 4 1 1 3 0 0
Gardner, 3b 4 112 0 1
Stahl, lb 5 0 1 11 1 0
Wagner, ss 5 0 1 4 4 0
Cady, c. , 4 1 0 1 2 0
Wood, p. j, 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hall, p. . 3 0 2 0 5 1
Totals . ........ 36 4 9 27 18 3
SCORE BY INNINGS:
New York .
...6 1000210 111
Boston ... 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 04
SUMMARY:
Two base hits Snodgrass, Hall,
Lewis. Home runs Gardner, Doyle.
Hits oft Wood Six runs and seven
hits in eight times at bat in one in-
ning; off Hall Five runs and nine
hits in 32 times at bat in eight in-
nings. Sacrifice hits Murray. Sac-
rifice fly 'Hooper. Stolen bases
Devoe, 2; Doyle. Double plays De-yor- e
and Meyers; Speaker, unassist-
ed. Left on bases Xew York, 8;
Boston, 12. First base on errors
Boston, 3. Struck out By Tesreau, 6;
by Hall, 1. Bases on balls Off Tes-
reau, 5; off Hall, 5. Hit by pitcher
By Tesreau, Gardner. Wild pitches
Tesreau, 2. Time, 2:20. Umpires
At plate, Evans; on bases, Klem; left
field. O'Loughlin; right field, Rigler.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 15. The Boston
said the colonel emphatically. "I m
all right, let me alone."
Dr. Terrell and Colonel Lyon sat
down again. The colonej continued his
speech, evidently with increasing ef-
fort, but he succeeded in making him-
self heard and talked for more than
an hour. Then he was rushed to his
automobile ' and flashed through the
streejts to the Emergency hospital.
The operating room had been
placed in readiness to receive Colonel
Roosevelt and six of the leading sur
geons of Milwaukee were awaiting his
arrival. Colonel Roosevelt was un-
dressed and placed upon the operating
table, although he insisted that he
was not badly hurt, and that the doc-
tors were taking it too seriously.
An examination of the wound show-
ed that it had been made by a bul-
let of large size. It entered the fleshy
part of the right breast, half way be-
tween the collar bone and the lower
rib. The physicians found tnai mey
knew no more after their examination
than before as to the location of the
bullet and it was decided to send for
an y machine to determine to
what depth the missile had penetrat-
ed. '.' "
While he was waiting for the y
machine, Colonel Roosevelt sat upon
the operating table and talked politics
and joked with the physicians.
In the meantime hidden away in
an inner room of the police station,
Colonel Roosevelt's assailant was be-
ing submitted to a rigid examination.
He refused stubbornly to give an M
count of himself, and wouM say noth-
ing except that "I will tell you to-
morrow."
After a long siege, however, . the
police forced from him the statement
that he was John Schrank, of 370
East Tenth street, New York.
Clippings found in the man's
pockets showed that he had studied
Colonel's Roosevelt's itinerary careful-
ly, with the evident intention of se-
lecting the place at which he might
accomplish what he had in mind.
It was said at the Gilpatrick hotel,
while Colonel Roosevelt was at din
ner, that a short, dark man, of about
40 years, made four attempts to gain
admission to the dining room, being
turned away each time. Those who
saw him said that he bore no resem-
blance to Schrank. From this circum-
stance the report gained currency
that two men were engaged in the at-
tempt to take Colonel Roosevelt's
life.
ROOSEVELT LEADER SHOT.
Cleveland, Ohio, Oct 15. Charles
WISCONSIN
WOMAN'S
FORTUNE
Freed From Pain, Weakness,
Terrible Backache and De-
spair by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Compound.
Coloma, Wis. ' ' For three years I was
troubled with female weakness, irreg
H!i.l.i.li!lH!.!l!l.l..l. .I.l.l.l.!.!.!.!!!.!. ularities, backache
and bearing down
pains. I saw an ad-
vertisement of Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vege-
table Compound and
decided to trv it.
4 After taking several
bottles I found it was
helping me, and I
must say that I am
perfectly well now
and cannot thank
you enough for what Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound has done for
me." Mrs. John Wentland, R.F.D.,
No. 3, Box 60, Coloma, Wis.
- Women who are suffering from those
distressing ills, peculiar to their sex
should not lose sight of these facts or
doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound to restore their
health.
There are probably hundreds of thou-
sands, perhaps millions of women in the
United States who have been benefited
by this famous old remedy, which was
'produced from roots and herbs over 80
years ago by a woman to relieve woman a
suffering. If you are sick and need such
a medicine, why don't you try it?
If you want special advice write to
Lysis &rinkham Hedlcine Co. (conf-
idential) Lynn, Kass. Tour letter will
be epened, read and answered by a
ireaua ad aeld la strict oosfldesoe
scored when Hall threw wildly to
catch him napping at second. The
ball went into center field, Snodgrass
took third. Murray flied out to Wag-
ner. Merkle out, Wagner to Stahl.
One run, one hit, one error.
Second half: Gardner scored on
long home run drive behind the cen-
ter field fence. It was the first home
run of the series. Stahl sent up a
high foul to Meyers. Fletcher threw
out Wagner after Tesreau had knock-
ed down the ball. Cady struck out.
One run, one hit, no errors.
THIRD INNING.
First half: Herzog singled to cen-
ter. Meyers singled to left. Herzog
going to second. Herzog was forced
at third when Hall took Fletcher's
grounder and threw to Gardner. Tes-
reau was thrown out at first, Hall to
Stahl. Meyers took third and Fletch-
er second on the play. Devore flied
out to Hooper. It was a pretty
catch.
No runs, two hits, no errors.
Second half. Merkle took Hall's
grounder and threw wildly to Tes-
reau. Hall took second on the play.
It was a hit and an error. Hooper
singled to center, Hall taking third.
Yerkes struck out. Speaker flied to
Devore," who threWHall out at" the
plate. '
No runs, two hits, one error.
FOURTH INNING.
First half: Doyle went out on a
grounder to Stahl, unassisted. Snod
grass sent up a high fly to Wagner.
Murray was out when his grounder i
was deflected by Hall to Yerkes
who threw to Stahl.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Second half: Lewis sent a fly to
Devore. Gardner was hit by a pitch-
ed ball. Stahl singled to left, Gard-
ner going to second. Stahl : was
forced at second when. Doyle took
Wagner's grounder and tossed to
Fletcher. Gardner went to third on
the plan. Tesreau threw out Cady
at first.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
FIFTH INNING.
First half: Merkle was out on a
slow roller which Cady threw to
Stahl. Herzog struck out. Meyers
singled to left. It was third hit in
the game. Meyers was out at second
when Wagner took Fletcher's ground-
er and tossed it to Yerkes.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Second half: Hall sent up a high
fly which fell safe between Doyle and
Snodgrass and the runner took sec-
ond. Hooper walked. Hooper was
forced at second when Yerkes'
grounder bounced out of Doyle's
hands to Fletcher, Hall taking third.
Speaker walked, filling the bases.
Lewis fouled to Merkle. Gardner
went out Tesreau to Merkle.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
SIXTH INNING. ,
First Half: Tesreau out, Yerkes to
Stahl. Devore walked. Devore scor-
ed and Doyle scored on a home run
GRAESS AT SECOND.
Wagner to Stahl. No runs, one hit,
no errors.
Second half: Cady sent up a high
fly which Doyle muffed. Hall singled
to right, Cady going to third, when
Devore juggled the ball. Hooper flied
to Snodgrass, Cady scoring on the
sacrifice play. Halt was forced at
second when Yerkes' bounder was
deflected from Tesreau to Fletcher
who threw to Doyle.' On a wild pitch
Yerkes went to second. Doyle threw
out, Speaker at first.
One run, one hit, one error.
'NINTH INNING.
First half: Herzog walked. Wil-
son singled to center, Herzog scored
on Speakers wild throw to catch Her-
zog at third, Wilson taking second on
the play. Speaker caught Fletcher's
line fly and running in, touched sec-
ond, doubling Wilson, completing a
double play, unassisted. Tesreau
walked to first. Devore out at first
Yerkes to Stahl.
One run, one hit, one error.
Second half: Lewis walked. Gard-
ner struck out. Lewis was forced at
second when Herzog took Stahl's
grounder and tossed to Doyle. Wag-
ner out, Tesreau to Merkle.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
CITY SERIES.
At St. Louis R. H. E.
Americans 3 6 2
Nationals 1 8 0
Baumgartner and Alexander; Sallee
and Wingo.
Red Sox, needing but a single victory
to secure the world's baseball cham-
pionship and the New York Giants,
fighting still with their backs to the
wall to overcome a handicap which
required that they win two games,
met again at Fenway Park today in
the seventh game of the series of
1912.
Joe Wood's selection as Boston's
pitcher this afternoon was regarded
by the fans as a foregone conclusion.
Mathewson or Tesreau of the Giants,
were mentioned as Manager McGraw's
probable choice.
The probable batting order ' today
is:
Boston: Hooper, rf.; Yerkes, 2b.;
Speaker, cf.; Lewis, If.; Gardner, 3b.;
Stahl, lb.; Wagner, ss.; Cady, c;
Wood, p.
New York: Devore, rf.; Doyle, 2b.;
Snodgrass, cf.; Murray, If.; Merkle,
lb.; Herzog, 3b.; Meyers, c; Fletcher,
ss.; Tesreau, p
. FIRST INNING.
First half: 1 Devore was' safe ori an
infield hit which Wagner could not
field. Doyle singled to center, De-
vore being held at second. Devore
and Doyle executed a double steal,
Wood's pitch to the plate being low
and Cady making no attempt to throw
out either runner. Devore and Doyle
scored on Snodgrass' two base hit to
right. Murray sacrificed, Snodgrass
to third on a grounder to Stahl.
Snodgrass scored on a single by Mer-
kle who took second on the throw in
to catch Snodgrass. The wind car-
ried Merkle's fly out of Lewis' reach.
Wood took Herzog's grounder and
threw to Wagner who then tossed it
to Gardner who touched Merkle on
the line. Herzog took second on the
play whence he scored on Meyer's sin-
gle to left. Fletcher got a stngle to
right, Meyers taking third when
Gardner dropped Hooper's perfect
throw. Fletcher went to second on
the play. Meyers scored on an in-
field hit by Tesreau which Wood was
only able to knock down. Fletcher
scored on a delayed steal. Tesreau
was out going to second, after Fletch-
er had scored, the play being Cady
to Yerkes to Stahl to Wagner.
Six runs, seven hits, one error.
Second half: Hooper struck out.
Yerkes walked. Speaker flied to
Murray. Lewis out, Herzog to Mer-
kle.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
SECOND INNING.
First half: Hall went into the box
for Boston. Devore walked. Devore
stole second. Cady's throw was wide.
Doyle walked. Devore was caught off
second by a quick throw from Hall
to Wagner. Snodgrass singled to
right. Doyle took second. Doyle
NO. 2. DOYLE FORCED BY SNOD
w-JtwE- iL jL 4 n m rw-"- " 8 , if?,
h old' its JSj 55t$ j
1.
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PERSONALS arrives here tomorrow morning ou hisway south.His Grace Archbishop Pitaval has
returned from Albuquerque.Incorporated
1903Established 1856 LADIES!
You Will Find the
Correct Styles In
TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.DON'T TAKE OUR WORD!
Former District Attorney L. O. Ful- -
LET US SHOW YOU
Our Large Assortment of
New Fall and Winter Goods
Sweaters, Underwear, Gloves, Etc.
Also a New Shipment of
Bon Ton Corsets
OFFICIAL NEWS
The board of equalization con-
tinues in session today with Governor
McDonald presiding.
ASSESSMENT HIS THEME.
E. D'Oench Tittman, lawyer and
len of Rosswell is registered at the
Palace hotel.
Miss Wientge, of the department of
public instruction, has returned from
MILLINERY
MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.
editor from Hillsboro, sierra county,Albuquerque where she spent a fort-
night's vacation.
Judge John T. McClure, of the
fifth judicial district, arrived iu the
city yesterday on legal business. His
BUT COME AND SEE
FOR YOURSELF
THE LINE OF SUPERIOR MADE
Waists and One -- Piece
DRESSES
For Evening Wear are absolutely
the last word in all that is beautiful
and perfect in this line.
NEW STYLES NEW FABRICS
JULIUS H. GERDES, - Santa Fe.
ly to the argument of Francis C. Wil-
son, who declared that if it were legal
to send her,to jail for a day she might
be kept there for life on the ground
addressed the board of equalization
yesterday on behalf of the board of
county commissioners of Sierra coun-
ty, in the case of the Victoria Land
and Cattle company, which owns graz-
ing lands in his county. The assess-
ment of $1 an- acre for those lands is
said to have,, been considered exces-
sive by the Company. Tlr. Tittman
made a lengthy argument declaring
that other grazing land assessments
mil IIITTHI MINI III IIIMII illlTi l
home is in Roswell.
Former Governor George Curry is
here from Tularosa, He is registered
' at the Montezuma hotel, where many
'of his friends called on him today.
E. P. Wilson of Aztec and J. S.
Pawley of Farmington, San Juan
that she would not bring into court'
ner two cnnaren. mBecause of the prominence of the'Ej LADIES' COATS,
CLOAKS, SUITS
and DRESSES areALL GOING !
was aroused in Roswell and through-
out Chaves county.
la Sierra county would have to be re- -
duced if those of the Victoria Land!
and Cattle company were lowered,
according to the state constitution.
Concluding his argument he urgedTHE
NEW LINE of Misses' and
Girls' Blue Serge Suits and IT'S HERE KIDS
THE BARNES SHOW
GOING TO BE THROWN ON THE COUNTERS THIS WEEK
at prices that will shatter your nerves. We will show you
that we can give prices, and on the very best merchandise,
merchandise that we back up with our name and reputation.
Dresses are a Picture of the Dress-
maker's Art. Prices way down.
THE SECOND SHIPMENT OF
Blazers & Knit Norfolk Jackets
You Never Go Wrong at Seligman's
county, were in the city today on
their way home after attending the
Albuquerque fair where their large
fruit exhibits received 59 prizes.
Col. E. W. Dobson, the well known
attorney of Albuquerque, is here on
business for the receiver of the New
Mexico Central railway, submitting
the fourth report of the receiver. The
colonel is also here on business before
the medical board.
George H. Clements of the El Paso
Herald was A caller today at the
New Mexican office. Mr. Clements
has been in Old Mexico with th
revolutionists as war correspondent
and now goes to Arizona to cover po-
litical assignments for his paper.
W. T. Holmes and H. R. Elliott,
prominent fruit growers of Farming-ton- ,
San Juan county, were in the
me ooara to consider the assessment
"of these lands with regard to pub-lic policy." Then he added: "At the
time of the constitutional convention
it was urged that the constitution
would be so constructed as to dis-
courage the vice of under valuation
of property for taxation which has
been so prevalent in this territory and
state. in the recommendations to
the assessors laBt spring (his board
urged the necessity of securing as
high a valuation as possible. The
assessor of Sierra county took thisboard at its word and placed the same
valuation on these grazing lands
The AI. G. Barnes big three ring
wild animal circus, the largest trained
animal show in America, arrived in
Santa Fe early this morning. For
weeks the small boys have been sav- -
ing their pennies and counting the
days until the big circus arrives. For
to them it comes next to the Fourth
of July.
Over in one corner of the show
j ADOLF SEL1G1I 1y GOODSi CO. !
SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY J grounds in the shadow of the dining
aINSURE WITH HAY WARD AND REST CONTENT.tent the circus barber was working
overtime. No sooner had he finished
shaving Tom Ducrow, one of thettiucn ne naa placed on them in thevaa. Ini1 ...li.i. .....
city today. They have been in Albu-
querque where they had important ex- i7j.j. aim wmcu valuation wasihibits of fruits at the state fair. They
One of the most com-
plete modern homes in
the city of Santa Fe.
FOR SALEwon prizes as roiiows: .f irst, 65; sec clowns, before other attaches of theshow were clamoring for positions inline. The show grounds were a little
city all in .itself today. With the Al.
G. Barnes circus there is carried a
doctor, two veterinary surgeons, a
dentist, a mail man, a minister of the
gospel, four carpenters and black-
smiths, a detective and a lawyer.
Headed by four trumpeting military
sustained by the then board of equal-ization. The appellant company has
so far refused to pay that tax. Under
the increased necessities and expen-ditures of the state government any
reduction in an assessed valuation
should be avoided.
"Should this board insist upon re-
ducing the valuation of this company
the example set to other tax-
payers, both large end small, decidely
will not be beneficial to the county
ond, 17; third, 4; and fourth, 4.
Mrs. John Olinger a well known
resident of Santa Fe twenty-fiv- e years
ago, when Mr. Olinger was in the un-
dertaking business here, is visiting in
the city, registered at the Palace.
Mrs. Olinger is now a resident of
Denver, and is renewing again in
Santa Fe, the acquaintances of long
-
'
ago. ;
W. D. Shea, passenger agent of the
FIVE ROOMS, SLEEPING PORCH, BATH, HEAT, BEST OF LOCATIONS
For Price and Terms Inquire of
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
:::: IF IT S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT. ix!
I
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL 830,000 00
Does a General Banking Business,'
Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President. W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
J. B. LAMY, t.
bands the monster street parade ot
the Al. G. Barnes circus left the
show grounds at 10:30 o'clock thisana suite, ay sustaining the assess
.,.. morning. Hundreds lined the down- -ment for which a precedent an cauyD. & R. G., has gone to Las Vegas. town streets and curbing to watch theexists, the board will promote the Dub- -Harvey' B. Fergusson, democratic
candidate for reelection to congress,
There was nearly two miles
and it elicited much com
lic policy for valuations more in pro-- 1 pageant-portio- n
to the actual value of nmnortv of finery
ment especially because of the new-
ness and brightness of everything.
in the state. Nor will the sustaining
of this assessment prejudice the ap-
pellant company which will still have
the right to review the proceedings of
this board, or the proceedings of the
assessor and board of county com-
missioners in the state courts by the
various remedies provided by common
the economical cooking fat
We Are Going to Sell Out
All of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,
To make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
Seeing: the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
and many styles, is enough tojmake you buy. Pre-
pare now for the cold weather.
There were upwards of half a hundred
beautifully carved and gilded tableau
wagons and more than a score of
cages and dens containing wild ani-
mals. There were six bands in the
parade if the clown's band may be
counted. At the end of the long line
was the calliope behind whjch a score
of boys playing "hookey" were keep-
ing a tireless pace.
Two Acres in Orchard and
Small Fruit; Eight-roo- m
House, Stable and Other
Buildings.
s E law. it is extremely exceedinglydoubtful if the county will have thesame rights of review which are re-
served for the tax payers."
NATIONAL GUARD.
The following named officers have
submitted their resignations which
have been accepted:
Captain Otto F. Elder, 1st Infantry.
1st Lieutenant Tfcbirias W. Nolan,
UGH! HOW CHILDREN
HATE CASTOR OIL.
Cottolene is well adapted
for pastry-makin- g because it
produces light, delicate, flaky
crust, and is much more
wholesome than either butter
or lard.
Cottolene is a vegetable
product contains ho animal
fat. It has more nutritive
SIX ACRES ON ACEQU1A MADRE Part of
Tract in Alfalfa and 18 Fruit Trees in Bearing.
All; Under Irrigation. 14 Mi,e from Plaza.
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IP TAKEN AT ONCE
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R FURNITURE CO.To Clean the Little One's Stomach,Liver and Waste-Clogge- d Bowels
Give Gentle "Syrup of Figs." SAN FRANCISCO STREET. arm1st infantry,
2nd Lieutenant Charles N. Bobbins,
1st Infantry. ,
Look back at your childhood days.
Remember the physic that mother in-
sisted on castor oil, calomel, cathar
"WWWBMMM
value, and food made with it
digests more readily than ifO. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
119 San Francisco St., . J; : . Santa Fe, New Mexico.
made from animal tat
Cottolene is better and
cheaper than lard, it costs
about the price of lard. Two-third- s
of a pound of Cottolene
tics. How you hated them, how you
fought against taking them.
With our children it's different. The
day of harsh physic is over. Wo
don't force the liver and 30 feet of
bowels now; we coax them. We have
no dreaded after effects. Mothers
who cling to the old form of physics
simply don't realize what they do
The children's revolt is well-founde-
Their little stomachs and tender
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
LINE of
"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
2nd Lieutenant Edward J. Hoering,
1st Infantry.
The following promotions, subject to
examination, in the national guard of
New Mexico, are announced, to date
from today:
1st Lieutenant Burton F. Littleton,
1st Infantry, to be captain, vice Elder,
resigned.
2nd Lieutenant William P. Hauser,
1st Infantry, to be 1st liuetenant, vice
Nolan, resigned.
2nd Lieutenant Frank H. Donahue,
1st Infantry, to be 1st lieutenant, vice
Littleton, promoted.
Hi
will do the
work of a full
pound of but-
ter or lard.
Sao Frncisco
SheetReliable Jeweler H. C. YONTZ,bowels are injured by them.If your child is fretful, peevish, half
sick, stomach sour, breath feverish
H its little avotpm full of mill? has2nd Lieutenant Hugh A. Carlisle, jjjarrijoea, sore throat, stomach-ache- ;
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 66-6- Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
Next Door to Postoffice.
1st Infantry, to be 1st lieutenant, vice doesn't eat or rest well remember
unassigned look nt the tongue, if coated, give a
teaannnnfnl nf Svrun of Viss. then
Browne, transferred to
list POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
Cottolene is never
eold in bulk al-
ways in air-tig- ht
tin pails, which pro-
tect it from dirt,
dust and odors. It
is always uniform
and dependable.
gfojSp Us
Kc.mmuctn WM
1st Sergeant Perry Keown, Company don-- t worrv because you surely will
"K," 1st Infantry, to be 1st lieutenant,' hnvn a weIi Bmiiine child in a few
vice Dearborn, resigned.
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
can furnish pure,cleancorn chop either coarse
medium or fine, a meal for the little chicks
We can grind any mixture that is desired o
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, milf
THE If. E. FAIRBANK COMPANY
hours.
Syrup of FigB being composed en-
tirely of luscious figs, senna and aro-mati-
simply cannot be harmful. It
sweetens the stomach, makes the
liver active and thoroughly cleanses
the little one's waste-clogge-d bowels.
In a few hours all the sour bile, un-
digested fermenting food and consti-
pated waste matter gently moves on
let, oats, kaf fir corn, bran, etc
pkg., $ .65
i on
( 15 lb.
) 301b.
1st Sergeant J. D. Powers, Company
"H," 1st Infantry, to be 2nd lieuten-
ant, vice Bobbins, resigned.
1st Sergeant Orville H. Russell,
Company "L," 1st Infantry, to be 2nd
lieutenant, vice Donahue, promoted.
1st Sergeant John W. Garrett, Com-
pany "C," 1st Infantry, to be 2nd lieu-
tenant, vice Carson, dismissed.
1st Lieutenant Ferneley. F. Wiley,
1st Infantry, having been absent from
the state without leave for than six
Green Cut Bone and Meat (100 lb. sack, 3.75fi. S. KAUNE 8 CO.
Where Prices are Lowes
for Safe Quality.
When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO
TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
.
'
7 v ( EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M. --p
Lenses ground either to match broken ones
or to Occullsts' Prescription.
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
and out of the system without griping
or nausea.
Directions for children of all ages,
also for grown-ups- , plainly printed on
the package.
By all means get the genuine. Ask
your druggist for the full name "Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna," prepared
by the California Fig Syrup Co. Ac-
cept nothing else.
months, is, in compliance wih sectlou
40, chapter 101, laws of 1905, dismissed
from the service.
Officers recently promoted are as
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE. GUARANTEED.
A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute in-
digestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1 ,000. It is a
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
m i WTTi E
wWORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.
MAYES Price, 50 centsFor Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PMTT'S GUARANTEED EGG PRODUCER tSgapes and common ailments. Pratt's Poultry Regulator
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big lay-
ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions" with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
The Home Grown Fruit Season
is on and we are offering to the
particular housewife the best to
to be had in
PEACHES,
PEARS
and PLUMS
We can also supply you with
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES
the finest cantaloupes grown.
We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S
Best Coffee and Teas
RAPID DELIVERY SERVICE
If you want the best in
GROCERIES. FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES
GO TO
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and theBest
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
signed to duty with companies as fol-
lows:
Captain Burton F. Littleton, Com
pany "L," 1st Infantry.
1st Lieutenant William P. Hauser,
Company "D," 1st Infantry.
1st Lieutenant, Frank H. Donahue,
Company "L," 1st Infantry..
1st Lieutenant Hugh A. Carlisle,
Company "G " 1st Infantry.
1st Lieutenant Perry Keown, Com-
pany "K," 1st Infantry- -
2nd Lieutenant J. D. Powers, Corn-pan- y
"H," 1st Infantry.
2nd Lieutenant Orville H. Russell
Company "L," 1st Infantry.
2nd Lieutenant John W. Garrett,
Company "C," 1st Infantry.
By command of the governor:
A. S. BROOKES,
Adjutant General.
Official: A. S. BROOKES, Adjutant
General.
MRS. FULLEN IN COURT.
In the habeas corpus proceedings
brought for the release of Mrs. L. O.
Fullen from the county jail of Chaves
county, to which she had been com-
mitted for contempt, the supreme
court yesterday heard the arguments
on behalf of the petitioner and the
return of the .sheriffs. Both sides
were given until Monday to submit
briefs.
The legal firm of Wilson, Bowman
and Dunlavy of Santa Fe and Attorney
W. W. Gatewood represented the pe-
titioner. The respondent was repre-
sented by Attorneys A. 6, Askern
and L. O. Fullen. ;
Looking tearful and pretty, Mrs.
Fullen sat in the court room with
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc.
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,
Ranches, Orchards,
Land Qrants, EtcJ
Surety Bonds
PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES,CATTLE,SHEEP, HOGS.DAIRY COWS.&c.
Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
run-dow- n horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rap-
idly ; dairy cows give more milk.
HI104 DON (JASPER ST. Telephone 9 W
I Full directions on each package, '. . Price, per pkg., 25cFor Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.A live paper makes a live' town.We are making a live paper. Read it. FOR SALE
320-ACR- E RANCH
all under fence, good improve"
ments, lots of water. Fine hav
i land and farm land with a fine
.WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
Highest prices pi-i- for old Gold, Silver,
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Pre-
cious Stones.
MONEY SEND BT RETURN MATTj
PlilLA. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
863 Chestnut St Philadelphia, Pa.
TO DENTISTS
We will buy your Gold Fillings, Oold Scrap,
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor."
COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
' Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St. SANTA FE,?N. Al.
Of 'All Kinds.
Telephone 194 W., Room U
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA FP - - NEW MEXICO
crop on It and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. Address,
FRANK DAVIS,
- . , .n... MorNrty, N. M.
H. S. KAUNE a GO.
Where Prices are Lowest
lor Safe Quality; several friends and listened attentive--
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA. CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000
R. J. PALEN,
President.
L. A. HUGHES,
Vice-Preside- nt.
ii mil iial NlPMWtMMytfi'r--.
Santa Fe New Mexican
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
The Santa Fe New Mexican Published Dally
The New Mexican Review English Weekly
El Nitevo Mexlcano Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
The Ranch of the Rockies--Ope- n the Year Round.
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State. Organized in 1870.
Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines Its adaptability to changing condi-
tions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-
t-day needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Ac-
counts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Ex-
change Sales and Purchases effected. Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givin- g bank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
VALLEY RANCH, N. MTHE VALLEY RANCH,
Branson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J. Wight Glddlngs Editor
William F. Brogan Associate Editor
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
lady, per yssr: by mall 15.0 Dally Par Oiiarter, by mall ft.25
Bally, tlx msstht, by mall $2.50 Dally per quarter, by oarrler 11.60
Weekly, per year 11.00 Weekly, tlx month 60
the question had been neglected and
disregard. She said it was the de-
sire of the Ladies' Board of Trade to
put in the Plaza park in the spring
THE BYSTANDER
SEES ITAS
MANY THANKS.
The following letter received this
morning is both pleasant and encour-
aging. It is greatly appreciated by the
staff, and we reproduce it for our
readers as an evidence of the belief
in our sincerity by our subscribers.
Editor of New Mexican,
City.
Dear Sir: We wish to express our
a bubbling fountain which is the
only sanitary method for a public
drinking apparatus. It had been the
Intention to do so during the past
summer, and indeed the city had pro-
mised to see that it was done. The99itAll of Today's News Today J. B. READ,
Cashier.
FRANK McKANE,
Assistant Cashier.
FOUR PER CENT (4) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
appreciation of the write up you gave
us a short time ago approving our ef-
fort to establish, our uus?ness on a
cash basis. We feel that this is a
step in the right direction and in your
cordial support we recognize what
seems to be the prevailing spirit of
your paper, an eager cestre to aid and
abet every new movement that means
the making of a greater Santa Fe. We
LIGHT UP,
Whoever is to blame, the lights on
Palace avenue are not kept up and
there are dark places along that prom-
inent thoroughfare that are as black
as the worst alleys in our big cities.
For some time past there are four
lights that have become extinct on
Palace avenue and long stretches of
gloom are resultant therefrom.
If Santa Fe were a city for foot-
pads and hold-u- p men, there would be
an elegant opportunity offered along
this avenue for the plying of such
trades. There is a lack of attention
on the part of somebody in this mat-
ter either by the citizens themselves
along this prominent street, or else
the fault of the company by not keep-
ing an inspection of the lights
board of trade had not sufficient funds
at that time to take up the proposi-
tion, but they will make an effort
to do so during the coming spring.
Those who called the Bystander's
attention to this topic say that there
are many other, matters which ought
to be brought to the public's atten-
tion touching carelessness in the
matter of health and that they will
give the Bystander suggestions later
in regard to this very important mat-
ter of the health of the people of our
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
119 Don Caspar Avenue.
have cause to be proud of the Santa
Fe New Mexican and its staff of boost-
ers.
Very respectfully yours,
THE SANTA FE ELECTRIC LAUN-
DRY CO.,
A. C. KOCH, Mgr.
city.
Suggestions of this kind and sug-
gestions touching other matters the
Bystander is always glad to receive
relative to those things which are for
the public benefit.
throughout the city for which the city
A REAL ISSUE. til
1 REMARKS
"a
ATTACK ON ROOSEVELT.
The dastardly attempt on the life of Roosevelt in Milwaukee last night
will make him thousands of votes. No matter what the animus of it;
no matter who is back of it; no matter how it was planned, the sympathy
of the peopie will be aroused.
The American people hate a coward and despise cowardly action. Know-
ing Theodore Roosevelt and admiring his courage, and believing in him,
the damnable action of last night will make him hosts of friends.
How and where to stop this growing tendency to kill from a spirit of
hatred or revenge is one of the problems before us. It is becoming too fre-
quent in our United States.
For one hundred years, no such spirit was shown in America; no public
man was murdered; no attempt made on a president's life.
Only within the last thirty years has this spirit become manifest. It
has become a subject for serious consideration and drastic action.
It is a menace to our American life.
AMERICA GETTING WELL
Man has been called the sick animal. An ordinary Bengal tiger or
.irmad'Ho does not overeat, or smoke or drink to excess.)
A Lesson From the Present Phase of
the Campaign.
Polls taken by the Progressives,
polls taken by Democrats, polls taken
by Republicans all show Mr. Taft run-
ning a very bad third. Everywhere
the testimony of the straw vote is the
is paying. Presumably it is the fault
of the people themselves and if any-
thing unwonted should happen there,
the blame would have to fall back
upon the citizens who are residents of
the avenue. At the same time some-
one ought to take cognizance of this
condition of affairs and give the city
the proper lights which are demand-
ed under all circumstances and for
which our people are paying.
The Bystander is not a chronic
kicker and not disposed to find fault
where there 1b no grounds for it, but
I do deem it a part of this column to
call attention to the bad things and
grive credit for the good in the man-
agement of our city affairs.
Much has been done in the improve
Dos Canones Viejoc. Uncle Tom?
THE PALACE
SANTA FE, N. M.
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
El Chanate
Miguel. Que
del Condado de San
no?
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
same.
For the voters of the United States
there is not a choice as between the
election of Mr. Hoosevelt and the elec-
tion of Mr. Taft, says the New York
Press. Not a choice as between the
election of Mr. Wilson and the elec-
tion of Mr. Taft. Beaten at the start
and falling further behind every day,
Mr. Taft altogether out of it
The only question before the country
Is, shall it be Roosevelt or shall it be
Wilson? Failing Mr. Roosevelt, the
alternative is Wilson and Free Trade.
There, are Republicans who would
rather have Taft in the White House
than Roosevelt. But that is not the
question, because that is not the thing
to be decided. The thing to be de-
cided is whether they would rather
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
yield for a question?
Them two old cannon have not
came yet.
Think of EI Chanate using a man
like Nathan Jaffa.
Nathan Jaffa is running like a
creek up hill.
And we are just a trifle stronger for
the Colonel than we were before, if
possible.
The situation in Mexico as nearly
as we can make it out, is that it's a
good place not to be just now.
Meals, 50 Cents.
or stay up all nigiit t.nu awaken next morning vun a oau lame tu uie
mouth. ,
Civilized man is especially likely to be sick, for the things that improve
life also make us ill through their abuse.
America has a tremendous sick list. A report on national vitality
shows 3,000,000 people annually sick, at all times. Our sickness costs us
$1,500,000,000 a year about twice the revenue of the government. This
estimate does not include the incalculable loss of efficiency of people who
are just tired, fagged, below par.
As a sick nation we have done fairly. We could double, treble, quad-
ruple our work if we wiped out sickneBS. It is no idle dream. It can be
done. In fact, it is being done. One of the greatest reforms now on in this
country is to "get well."
ment of this city in the past few
weeks, for which our city fathers and
those in authority are given due
credit. The city certainly presents
a different appearance than it did last
spring, but there is ground for im-
provement still farther and my only
desire is for our people and for our
public ouicials to act in unity forj
those things which go toward the pub-
lic good. We want to make Santa Fe
famous for beauty, cleanliness and
progression.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
steam heat, electric lights.have Wilson than Roosevelt. Whether
We have obliterated yellow fever and scurvy and almost ended small-- : LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.they would rather have Roosevelt and
experience or Wilson and inexperiAnd we are all proud of the big
state fair, of the metropolis and of
our great big state of New Mexico.
, a
The time to progress is while the
progressing is good. It's well worth
memorizing. Vote that way.
I
m
The Montezuma Hotel
pox. In another generation any city thai has a typhoid epidemic will be
held up to public scorn. Today there are 500,000 people continually sick
from tuberculosis, an easily preventable disease; in another generation
tuberculosis should be rare. There are 3,000,000 cases of malaria every
year; vigorous war on mosquitoes will make it unknown.
We are entered on a new health era. National, state and municipal
boards of hygiene, better sanitary laws, bureaus of medical inspection,
better trained doctors and nurses are rapidly improving general health.
The people, learning right living, are doing still more. We no longer
believe religiously in g drugs, but ate finding that pure air, pure
water, pure food and war on flies, mosquitoes and rats are half the battle,
and freedom from worry and anger the other half.
We are wisely spending much thought on the conservation of our
natural resources; we are just as wisely devoting thought and effort to con-
serving our vital resources.
By lengthening and strengthening our lives we can create a new and
higher and eminently more efficient civilization in this sick old world.
0
ence; Roosevelt and tested condition,
or Wilson and theory; Free Trade,
with disturbed industry and loss of
wages, or protection, with busy mills
and wage earners on full time and
good pay. ,
The men who would rather have
Wilson can consistently vote for Taft.
He can't help Taft, who is beyond
help; he can help Wilson if that is
what he is willing to do. But if he
wants to keep Professor Wilson and
the Democratic party from gaining
control of the Government the only
effective vote he can cast to that end
must be for Roosevelt and the Pro-
gressive party.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
WHAT'S THE MATTER?
Seligman suggested to
the Bystander yesterday that arrange-
ments had been made some time
since for the lighting of the grounds
about the Federal building. The
matter was taken up by him when
i,i Washington last and the depart-
ment was favorable to the enterprise.
Situated as the Federal grounds are
with a large space about the building
nothing could have much more attrac-
tiveness for the city than artistic
poles erected at the corners and
along the sides.
Just why this has not been pushed
to a conclusion Mr. Seligman and the
citizens of Santa Fe are unable to
state.
Just whose duty it is to attend to
this matter now that It has gone as
far as it has, still seems to be an un-
answered question.
Now, when the interest ot the peo-
ple is centered about beautifying the
city and adding to its attractiveness
it hardly seems as if we ought to let
an opportunity of this kind go by with-
out making the most of it. We are fig-
uring on making an attractive feature
of the city park and the city planning
board seems to be taking it up with
the intention of adding to its beauty.
Why not, then, give the same con-
sideration to that portion of our city
where we have such beautiful grounds
as those about the federal building?
Will it not be possible for those
who have authority on this particular
question to take this matter up at
once and give us this additional at-
traction to our city. In many respects
there seems to be a disposition in
different departments to be lax in
these matters, that will give us what
our citizens have been so long de
W. A. Rimes, Ruston, La., writes:
"Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney
Pills, and must confess the results
have been marvelous, for I feel like
a new man. I suffered from kidney
and bladder troubles, but Foley Kid-
ney Pills fixed me. I recommend
them to all sufferers from kidney
trouble." For sale by all Druggists.
How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
"Wal I am a feelin sumwhut like
Think About It ! -- Then Actmyself tuday," says the Old Codger."It seems good fur tu git back tu
dear old Santy Fee whur yu know
evurybody en evurybody es yure
Weather Report The temperature
yesterday ranged from 32 to 60 de-
grees an dth eaverage relative humid-
ity of the day was 57 per cent . The
temperature at 6 a. m. today was 36
degrees. Says the weather man: "Yes
THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPANYfriend. Why gol durn it, I even know
terday was clear during the forenoon GENERAL AGENTS. SANTA FE, N. M
and partly cloudy in the afternoon.
Yesterday was a cool day with a mean
temperature of 46 degrees, or 5 de
NOT THE SAME.
Our friends, the enemy, in an effort to belittle the progressive move-
ment, are recalling the populistic movement of twenty two years ago, which
swept Peffer into the senate from Kansas, retiring Senator Ingalls, a most
brilliant national figure, who brought and held Kansas in the limelight as
the state had never been brought before, and has never been brought since.
This era has been brought to mind by the death of Peffer, who was
never senatorial size and sank at once into obscurity after his single six
year term.
The movement of populism and the movement of progressiveism are
not to be compared. The former was confined to a small area in the central
west. It never had an advocate in the senate aside from Peffer and Kyle,
of South Dakota, who speedily drifted away from" the fast disintegrating
party.
The attempt to couple or compare the great present movement with that
of twenty odd 'years ago is both foolish and futile.
Leading members of the United States senate are in sympathy with
it. The house is tinctured with it all through. ,
The whole country is aflame with it and it extends from the Atlantic
to the Pacific. It is an awakening on the part of the people of the UnitedStates who have been awakened to their condition.
They have seen the light. They are awakening to the dawn of a new
day.
The old populist movement came after a series of poor crops. The
farmers were discouraged and disgusted. The wave caught them. Today
the fight is against different conditions. The object sought is of a different
nature. This is the people's fight against oppression.
It is a demand for release from bossism and for the overthrow of or-
ganized greed.
The movement is not local. It is national.
WHAT THEY WILL 00.
The trusts and the tariff the great issues the people want to know
what Roosevelt will do with them and what Wilson will do with them if
elected. Colonel Roosevelt has told them what he will do, and told why
and how he will do it, in terms unmibtakabie and comprehensible to every-
body, leaving to the people judgment on the wisdom of his proposed objects
and methods. Mr. Wilson failed in this when he began speaking and ha3
continued to fail. In vain is something definite asked of him; he does
not answer, either because he has no fixed plan as to these overtopping
issues fixed iu his own mind, or because he knows that were he to form-"ulat- e
in earnest any plan of wholesome departure in either matter, it would
grees below the normal.
HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THE b&nKTns. co.
ot Pittsburg, Pa., writing the most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation ZtiJfitSSijgSS? ufbillty, Plate Glass and Automobile Insurance.
The of st- - of SuretyEquitable Surety Company Louis,:aFTdeu"?BondT
HEAT ENDANGERS LIVES
OF ELDERLY FOLKS.
all th kids en th cogs en this yere
town by thur fust names, en thets a
fac by heck."
That little cloud of smoke on the
horizon is made by the common geez-
er, who is kicking up a little dust,
this trip, for himself.
Outside of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific and the tax sys-
tem, we presume the G. O. P. is all
right.
Those little Balkan states have
more real nerve than all the "powers"
combined if they are to be judged by
the way they are hopping on Turkey's
neck. r
Sickness and Misery Follow In
attention o the Minor Ills. GENERAL AGENTS HALL & HALL ROOM 21, CAPITAL CITYBANK BLDd.Older peole should be especially
careful of their health during the hot
months, as high temperature has a pe NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTEculiarly enervating effect that tends
to disarrange the entire digestive sys
siring, the further beautifying of the
City of Santa Fe.
OBEY THE LAW.
Physicians and citizens have ap-
proached the Bystander today with "a
very sensible protest and with very
judicious suggestions in regard to the
observation of certain laws which
have to do with the health of our
people and the common decency of
the city.
Signs have become frequent all
through this country of ours in pub
tem. The slightest indiscretion in
diet is almost sure to be followed by
The trouble with some of the G. O.
P. statesmen is that tyiey had imitat
bowel trouble and indigestion, but if
care Is taken to keep the bowels open
by using a gentle laxative stimulant
ar the first sign of an Irregularity, a
great deal of misery and distress can
be avoided.
ed the toad and swelled to a size out
of all proportion to the job. It's well
to remember that when a fellow gets
too big for the Job, there is likely tolic buildings, in railroad stations andeven in street cars, reading: "Do be some one else on the job. Strong, harsh and drastic physics
should be avoided because of the
shock to the system following their
use. An excellent laxative, and jone
that is easy and natural in its effect
on the stomach, bowels and liver is
found in Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
a compound of simple laxative herbs
with pepsin that is pleasant to the
taste and positive in its action. By
R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley.SJOO feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air '
work throughout the entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Four-
teen offloera and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Ea st-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary!""
W. A. F1NLAY.
For particulars and illustrated cata-
logue, address,
C0L.JAS.W.WILLS0rVSapt.
um
LJ
Not Spit On the Floor." This is ap-
plicable just as well to the ceaseless
and unrestrained expectoration on the
sidewalks of the city. Heaven knows
it is bad enough any where, but in
the cities of our west .where tubercu-
losis is more or less prevalent, the
most rigid regulations should be ad-
opted and such regulations observed.
We cannot afford to be careless in an
important matter of this kind when
the health of our people is at stake.
The Bystander was told yesterday
by a member of the Ladies' Board
THE OLD ADOBE FIREPLACE.
(Bill F. Brogan).
The old adobe fire place in the old
adobe room, with the sheep skin laid
before it on the floor; it's the hearth-
stone of a people and it's dearer to
their hearts than the proudest crown
a monarch ever wore. Though the
winter wind may whistle and the
snowflakes fall about, the old adobe
be promptly thwarted by such a congress as would be the accompaniment'
of Ms election. He is between the devil of indecision and the deep sea
of future helplessness. The country understands this and knows that he
w il not suffice.
0
It is officially reported that there are 328,450,320 eggs in cold storage,
held by the packers, waiting, we Buppose, for a rise in the egg market. Of
course, no one supposes that this has anything to do with the high cost of
living, and there is nothing wrong in a combination being permitted to soakit to the consumer, the people, for the financial benefit of a few. That is
one of the great faults found with the present economic conditions. The
many are disregarded; the few are given the benefits.
(
In ten quotations in the political gossip column of the Cincinnati En-
quirer wherein are clippings from other papers, eight are slams at Roos-
evelt There is something strange about this leveling of batteries on a can-
didate whose fortunes are on the "wane." It is amusing, this canonade
cleansing the bowel tract and remov-
ing the foreign matter that irritates
and inflames the tirme, a dose offire place gleams away, and the plnon Syrup of Pepsin will quickly checkcracks and splutters as the smoke
of Trade that the public drinking
cups had been removed from the
goes up the flue, and the fiery sparksdart up and flicker out. The old adobe
fireplace we will honor while we may,Plaza park fountain. She said that
the summer diarrhoea that is so pre-
valent. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup PepBin
id sold in drug stores for fifty cents
a bottle; large family size, one dol-la- r.
A free trial bottle will be sent,
postpaid, if you will write to Dr.
W. B. Caldwell, 406 Washington St.,
Montlcello, Illinois. -
against a man "already beaten." It looks like a terrible waste of ammu-
nition, especially when good, live ammunition seems to be so pitiably scarce.
0 .
The Outlook has an "Ad." reading, "Practical nurse wishes chronic
case." Why don't she write to La Follette? He has a chronic case of
epite.
only until recent years had this sub-
ject been brought to the attention of
the public and while recognizing now
the dangers from the use of such
cups up to within a very short time
as the hearthstone of a people with
a name, they are prouder of it yet,
than the flames its flames have set
in the hearts of the people with a
name. .
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Wmts! GIRLS! SURELY TRY THIS!G 5ahead, pull together and concentratetheir efforts and it will not be longuntil those who desire to keep upthat feeling of antagonism and thereWhy Salves Can't Core Eczema
Slnco the theorv of cur. BEAUTY OFDOUBLES YOURing eczema through the blood has been
given up by scientists, many different
being just right to make the loss of
the house a certainty. Within thirty
minutes after the sheriff's office was
notified of the attempted firing of
these premises, Sheriff Deen and
Marshal B. B. Clayton had the respon-
sible party under arrest. His name is
Henson and he hails from Plainview,
Texas. It is understood that he has
made a full and complete confession.
This was certainly good work on the
part of the sheriff's office. i'ortales
Times.
BOY FOUGHT HIM.
Fred Shipley, the seventeen-year-ol-
son of Assessor J. A. Shipley, had
a running fight with a burglar last
FOR SALE Two story residence on
Falace avenue. Lot 00x240 feet. O. O
Watson & Co.
Wanted a competent girl for house-
work in small family. Apply S. New
Mexican office.
troubles but none that we con recom-
mend as hishly as this for we know thatD.D.D. stops the itch at once. We can
give you a trial size bottle for 25 cents
that will be enough to prove it.Of course all other drugtilsts have
D.D.D. Prescription go to them it you
can't come to us but don't accept some
biff profit substitute.But if you come to our store, we are
so certain of what D.D.D. will do for you
that we offer you a full size bottle on
this guarantee: If you do not find thatit takes away the itch AT ONCE, it
costs you not a cent.
by working against Torrance county
will be an object of pity, will become
ashamed of themselves and if left
alone will just naturally die.
The old fight over the county seat
is ancient history. Everywhere
throughout the county it is conceded
to Estancia. Every town is invited
to work together in this development
movement, every person is asked to
help not for the benefit of any one
town or district but for the whole
salves have been tried for sKln diseases.But it has been found that these salves
only clog the pores and cannot penetrateto the inner skin below the epidermis
where the eczema derma are lodsed.This the quality of penetratinsr
probably explains the tremendous suc-
cess of the well known liquid eczema
remedy, oil of wlntersreen, thymol, gly-
cerine, etc., as compounded in D.D.D.
Prescription.
All You Need Is a 25-Ce- nt Bottle of "Danderine" Hair
Gets Lustrous, Fluffy and Abundant At Once,
Immediate? Yes! Certain ? that'swe nave sola other remedies for skin
FOR RENT Bed rooms, bath con-
nection, phono 1C2 .1. Inquire rooms
11-1- 2 Laugblin block.THE CAPITAL PHARMACY. the joy of it. Your hair becomes light,
wavy, fluffy, abundant and appears as
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
southeast room, modern conven-
iences. 114 Johnson street.NEWS OF THE STATE
week, and while he did not succeed in
landing his man, he certainly gave
him a warm time for a few minutes.
As it was he fired two shots at the
soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young
girl's after a Danderine hair cleanse.
Just try this moisten a cloth with a
little Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
country. Those who are back of this
movement are honest in their desire
to see the entire county grow and ex-
tend a welcome hand to all. Let us
forget past differences, let us meet the
other fellow half way and give him
a chance to prove what he says. Could
any man ask more?
Every one should boost his own
town, his own part of the country he
scraggy, faded, dry, brittle or thin.
Besides beautifying the hair, Dander-
ine dissolves every particle of dand-
ruff; cleanses, purifies and invigorates
the scalp, forever stopping itching and
falling hair, but what will please you
most will be after a few weeks' use
of Danderine, when you will actually
see new hair fine and downy at first
yes but really new hair growing all
over the Bcalp. If you care for pretty,
soft hair, and lots of it; surely get a
25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Dander-
ine from any drug store or toilet coun-
ter and just try it.
man with a .22 pistol, ami if either FOR SALE National Cash Reg-- ,ister two drawers practically new.
O. C. Watson & Co.
not sufficient to 'strand at a time. This will cleanse thetook effect it was
TYPEWRITERS.
hair of dust, dirt or excessive oil aim
in just a few moments you have dou-
bled the beauty of your hair.
A delightful surprise awaits, partic-
ularly those who have been careless,
whose hair has been neglected or is
volunteered to help. He was apply-
ing the hot iron when in some manner
his hand was caught and badly mash-
ed. He left Sunday for Kansas City
for medical treatment. Clovis News.
TO MAKE EXAMINATION.
JUST NOISE.
Deer and wild turkey in the vicinity
of White Oaks, that have escaped
former raids, no doubt think that the
enemy have attacked with especial
vigor this year, though from the de-jected appearance of returning hunt-
ers there is more noise than danger
in the assault. Carrizozo Outlook.
stop him. The encounter shows that
young Shipley has all the nerve of old-
er and more experienced burglar
fighters.
Young Shipley and Charlie Marriott
rode home in T. A. Lowe's auto
shortly after 6 o'clock and Fred went
into his house to feed the dog, as the
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nevi
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup-
plies. Typewriters sold, exchangee
believes in it because he knows it bet-
ter but give the other fellow the right
to think well of his Moriarty Mes-
senger.
INCENDIARISM.
Two unsuccessful attempts were
Dr. Fisher, head of the government
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar-
anteed. Santa Fe Typlwriter Ex-
change. Phone 231.family is away. He then noticed that
geological survey of the eastern di-
vision will be in the valley soon to
look over its internal texture. He
will be at Dayton on the 20th of this
made to burn the barn on the Captain a screen window was open. He call- -
Molinari property now occupied by
month. A noted geologist, formerly of
TIME TO QUIT.
A glance at the wagon loads of
high-clas- s garden vegetables and
fruit of all kinds daily met with on
the streets of Carrizozo, and coming
in from all directions, most of which
the western division will probably vis-
it the oil fields also, coming at the
behest of Mr. Troxel, who is here
in the interest of Mr. Doheny, the
"Rockefeller of Old Mexico." It is
likely the Tannehill prospect, near
Roswell, will also be examined. Ros-wel- l
News.
ed Charlie and they examined the
place as well as they could without
lights. There was no sign of any
intruder, so they closed the window.
A short time afterward Fred returned
to get something in the house, and
hearing footsteps he grabbed the
pistol. He heard the man drop to
the top of the cistern and caught a
flash of dark clothes. He called to
the man to stop and then fired. By
this time it was quite dark, and evi-
dently the shot went wide. Charlie
Marriott heard the shot, and getting
his gun chased around by the Spitz-le- y
house in hopes of getting the
Louis Kohl and family. The first at-
tempt was made last Friday night,
about 3 o'clock in the morning. The
south Bide of the barn had been sat-
urated with coal oil and but for the
fact that one of the neighbors saw the
flames almost immediately the at-
tempt would have been successful. Mr.
Crawford, who lives near, was the first
to see the fire and he immediately
called Mr. Kohl and the flames were
extinguished before any considerable
damage was done. The party who
started the fire was very careful to un-
tie the cow which was hitched to the
musty show places of the city, was
saved yesterday from destruction. A
suit in foreclosure was started in the
supreme court by the Empire City
Savings Bank, which holds a mort-
gage on the property. The owners,
Mary J. Ferrigan and her two sons,
who conduct a liquor business there,
settled the claims immediately. The
building is said to be more than one
hundred years old. For generations
it has been the favorite drinking
place of some of the leBser politi-
cians of the city. It cannot boast of
such fine specimens of cobwebs now
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
April 12th, 1009, made Homestead
Entry No. 09579 f NE Sectkm
24, Township 13 N., Range 8 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of in-
tention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Harry C. Kin-sel- l,
U. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
N. M., on the 4 th day of November,
1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M.,
and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
New York, Oct. 13. Mine. Alma
Gluck, the delightful soprano of the
Metropolitan opera house, has deter-
mined to ask permanent severing of
her domestic ties through the divorce
courts. Friends declare the action is
not unexpected.
Mme. Gluck had never entered a
theater until she was married. But
during the season of 1910 Mme. Gluck
was "discovered" by the operatic man-
agers and "made" by the critics. Fame
pounced on her after the initial ap-
pearance at the New Theater in the
role of Sophie in Massenet's "Wer-ther.- "
For almost a year the young wile
and mother, who was also the famed
"Artiste," struggled between the dual
CATTLE SCARCE.
Jacob Brower, sold 39 head of stock
cattle to Frank iMorgan, an Illinois
farmer. Mr. Morgan bought these cat-
tle to stock his farm then shipped
them out this week. Looks like cattle
are scarce in the east as well as other
places. Brower also shipped a car of
proves on inquiring to have been rais-
ed without irrigation, ought to con-
vince Mr. Knocker that it is time to
fold up his little snickersnee and quit.
Carrizozo News.
THE DEADLY RATTLER.
Rula, the ten year old daughter of
Richard Donaldson, was bitten by a
rattlesnake last week. Walter, her
twelve year old brother, who was
with her in the field, took his knife
and cut a gash through the bitten
place and tied a string above and
below, they killed chickens and
bound on to draw out the poison and
also gave her whiskey. Her leg was
then bound up in kerosene and salt.
She was a very sick girl, but is all
right now. Willard Record.
front of the barn and take her around
in front of the house and turn her into
the yard. The next attempt was made
the following night, and though the
barn was watched until midnight, the
as it did when it obtained its name!
years ago.
When Mary Anderson of Brooklyn
was charged in the New Jersey ave-
nue court yesterday with having as- -loves, the stage and the home. But
it appears that the plodding husband Baulted Mrs. Susie Lefkowitz, she as
did not fit into the new order of
fat stuff to the Kansas City market
and expects to ship a car of fat steers
about the middle of this month. He
says the cattle business has been bet-
ter here in the past two months than
before for several years. Nara Visa
News.
GOOD ADVICE.
All is not harmony as it should be
in Torrance county. The meeting of
the Torrance County Development as
burglar as he came out on that side.
Shipley caught another glimpse and
took another shot at his man as he
went over the fence which separates
the Shipley and Haggerson yards.
Over the fence after him young Ship-
ley went, but being evidently an old
hand the prowler had made a slick
get away, for neither he nor Charlie
Marriott, who was on the other side
of the block, got another Bight of him.
The burglar was probably a hanger-
-on to the circus, since the crime
occurred before the circus train had
left town. He was a persistent horn-bre- ,
for on his second visit he had
gone to another window and ripped
the screen off it. He did not get
away with anything unless it was a
bullet. Silver City Independent.
fire bug got in his work sometime
about 3 o'clock in the morning. The
same methods were employed as on
the prior occasion, except that the
rope which the cow was tied was cut
this time and the cow turned loose.
An empty lard bucket was left which,
undoubtedly, was the vessel in which
the oil was conveyed to the scene of
the crime. The barn was occupied
by an automobile which was covered
by insurance. The house was also in-
sured, but Mr. Kohl had no fire pro-
tection whatever, and had the crim-
inal been successful, he would have
lost everything in the house, the wind
HURT WHILE BRANDING.
A most distressing accident occurred
at the Janes ranch near the new town
of Janes Saturday where Paul A.
Coldren, of Clovis, had the misfortune
of having his hand badly crushed
while assisting in branding some wild
steers in a chute. The Janes boys
were short of help and Paul in his
customary accommodating manner
sociation at Mountainair and Estancia
did not heal the wounds that have
serted the complainant had attacked
her.
"I'll show you my ankle," she said
to Magistrate McGuire. "It's all
swollen. That's the way I can prove
she assaulted me."
"You will have to get other proof,"
hastily said the magistrate, who is a
bachelor. "The court does not want
to see your ankle."
The case was adjourned until to-
morrow.
A carved wooden chair with a high
back, which once stood in the home of
William Shakespeare, and is supposed
to have been used by him, was exhib-
ited in the city court yesterday be-
fore Justice Green in a suit of Walter
Aldrich against the executors of the
eBtate of J. W. Bouton, an antique
dealer, to recover $1,500 because the
been kept open by a few people.
Those who are working for the inter-
est of the entire county must go right
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 09703.
Department of the Interior, V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
24, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that E. Al-mo- n
Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
on April 20, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 09703, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N.,
Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S Land Office, Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day ot
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George S. Tweedy, Charles A. Ser-ing- o,
T. P. Delgado, Damasio Mon-tcya-,
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
things.
Friends say the couple simply drift-
ed apart as if by some tacit under-
standing. There was nothing abrupt
but the separation was noticed as
much in the Metropolitan circles as
if the courts had decreed it last win-
ter.
When asked about it in St. Louis
Mine) Gluck would not give a decided
answer. She thought Mr. Gluck
should tell the story. But in New
York it was the talk among her
friends.
Even the promise of a bequest of
$5,000 in the will of Henry C. Hurl-bur- t,
paper manufacturer, who died
April 24, failed to solve the servant
problem in his home. Margaret
Moore was a cook in the Hurlburt
household and Mr. Hurlburt prom-
ised her $5,000 in his will if she
executors had refused to deliver the
chair to him, although he had bought
it for $300. By consent of Justice
Green the chair was offered to the
plaintiff in court and he accepted it
would continue in his employ until
his death. His executors now have
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mex., Oct.
10, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Walter
Kraul, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,
on Octo'ber 25, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 011996 for Lots 4, 5 and 6
of Section 6, Township 16 N Range
ID B., and on March 26, 1912, made
additional homestead entry No. 016512
for Lot 1 of Section 1, Township 16
N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
three-yea- r Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Of
refused to pay the money because
she left the employ of the family be-
fore the death of Mr. Hurlburt.
The art collection and furniture of
Herman Rosenthal, the murdered
gambler, will be sold at public auc-
tion here next week for the benefit of
his heirs. Among his prized posses-
sions were several notable paintings
and costly collections of porcelain,
ebony and Oriental rugs.
Cobweb Hall, at 80 Duane street,
which is pointed out as one of the
and consented to have the suit dis-
missed.
A motor car in which Mrs. Hetty
Green and her son, Col. E. H. R.
Green, were riding, struck James
Minor, an agent for the Humane so-
ciety yesterday, when he was arrest-
ing Frederick Schumann on a charge
of driving a disabled horse. Minor
was knocked down and his right knee
bruised. Minor said Mrs. Green
apologized to him for the accident.
fice, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the
22d day of November, 1912. (
Claimant names as witnesses: CrisSUPT. WHITE AT
SALT LAKE CITYftf ; 11 II tobal Garcia, Licolas Griego, CrespinGallegos, Eustaquis Padilla, all ofSanta Fe, New Mexico.it was found that life was extinct.He had paid a greater penalty thanmere imprisonment he was . beyondthe pale of the law.The news quickly spread round thecity and caused a shock to Aragon's
friends and dear ones. Details of the
events which preceded the young
man's imprisonment were eagerly
sought. There seemed little to say
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Regi ter.
J. C. Ray. Winfield, Ala., says: "My
(From Salt Lake Desert News.)
Alvan N. White, state superintend-
ent of public instruction of New Mex-
ico, stopped in Salt Lake today to
meet President Fairchild and Secre-
tary Springer. Superintendent White
accompanied the officials of the N. E.
A. to the University of Utah, and also
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
beyond the statement that Aragon was and bladder trouble so bad he had touse a catheter. Various kidneyIs a Battery
Its thoughts are the sparks
that set Success in motion.
alleged to have been drinking heavily
and was finally arrested.
It was stated at the city jail this
afternoon that Dr. David Knapp will
make a post mortem examination.
Dr. Knapp stated this afternoon
that the postmortem showed "acute
alcoholism followed by exposure."
remedies were tried without result,
and finally we gave him Foley Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
some water and on the fifth, no long-
er needed a catheter. He continued
tc use Foley Kidney Pills until entire-
ly cured." For sale by all Druggists.
on their visit among the schools of the
city.
Superintendent White has attended
several of the conventions of the N. E.
A., and he said this morning at the
Hotel Utah that he expects the com-
ing convention to be the largest ever
held by the association. There were no marks of violence on
the body, he said."Salt Lake is an ideal place to hold
the convention," he said, "and there is
no doubt whatever that the people
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.
TO AILING WOMEN
here will find proper accommodation
A Little Sound Advice Will Help
Many a Sufferer in Santa Fe.
No woman should consider herself
for all who come to attend it.
"I personally think that the conven-
tion here will be a bigger success than
it was at Chicago last year. People
In the big cities are too busy to give
The simplest form of battery requires three factors to make the electric spark (zinc, copper and an acid.)
The human brain also requires three vital elements to put forth thought water, albumen and PHOSPHATE
OF POTASH.
In the Brain as in the Battery, let a single element become weakened from yesterday's use and lessened ac-
tivity follows. Therefore, in order to keep a good working brain or add to its power, one absolutely must use
food which contains albumen and Phosphate of Potash.
Why not do a bit of thinking now?
Water and albumen exist plentifully in every-da- y food, but Phosphate of Potash is often lacking.
That missing element exists freely in the outer coating of wheat and barley, but the miller of white bread
flour throws it out because it makes his flour brown instead of white. .
New Mexico
Educational
Association
healthy and well if the kidneys are,
weak. Poisons that pass off in the
secretions when the kidneys are well,
are retained' in the body when the
kidneys are disordered. If the kidneys
and bladder become inflamed and
swollen worse troubles may quickly
follow. This is often the cause of
any particular attention to it. The
delegates are never made to feel at
home, and it is not nearly so pleas-
ant for them in the big places. I look
for the people of Salt Lake to give the
delegates a royal reception."
Superintendent White said that
since statehood was granted in New
bearing-dow- n pains, lameness, back-
ache, etc. Uric poisoning is also fre-
quent cause of headaches, dizzy
spells, languor, nervousness and rhep-mati- c
pain.
Mexico, there has been a marked in-
flux of immigrants, and that the state
is growing in every way. "There are
now," he said, "about, ino.ono in the
school population. Almost half of the
school children are Spanish, but there
is little difference in the attitude of the
American and the Spanish-speakin- g
people there toward education. ThingsG
ALBUQUERQUE,
Nov. 6, 7 and 8.
Reduced Fare,
ONE AND ONE-FIFT- FARE
for round trip from all points
in New Mexico and from Trin-
idad and El Paso.
Tickets on sale November 4
to 8 inclusive. Final Return
Limit, November 13.
ATTENDANCE MEANS
PLAESURE AND PROFIT
FOOD
are moving along well and we are en-- .
couraged with the progress being
made."
When suffering so, try Doan's K14
ney Pills, a remedy that has prove
effective in thousands of such cases.
Let a Santa Fe woman tell of her ex- -
'
perience.
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St., .Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In
September 1906, I used Doan's Kidney
Pills for backache that had been a
source of much annoyance. In the
morning when I arose, my back was
so lame and painful that I could hard-l- y
stoop. I knew that my trouble was
due to disordered kidneys and I was
finally led to try Doan's Kidney Pills
by the good reports I heard about
them. The contents of one box of
this remedy drove away all my pains
and I am happy to state that my cure
has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Prlc DO
DRINK DID IT
DIED IN JAIL
Separated from his relatives and
Made of choice wheat and malted barley, retains the rich brain-buildin- g Phosphate of Potash required by
Nature for supporting bright brains and active minds.
Pure! Wholesome! Appetizing! This food is partly pre-digest- and quickly absorbed. A morning dish with
cream provides force for accomplishment that many a man has come to know and appreciate.
Common Sense goes a long way toward making Success.
To eat right often means to be right.
"There's a Reason"
friends by the sword of the law, Greg-ori- o
Aragon died last night a prisoner
in the county jail.
Scarcely more than 23 years of age,
Very convenient train service
in each direction.
Excellent hotels and board-in- g
houses in Albuquerque.
For exact fare from hero ap-
ply to
H.S.LITZ, Aft., SANTA FE.N.M.
his death was singularly pathetic.
The young man had been arrested on
the charge of Intoxication and was
taken to prison last night where a
sound sleep was expected to restore
him. But. this morning when an at-
tempt was made to rouse the sleeper
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember th name Doan's and
take no other.POSTUM CEREAL CO., LIMITED, BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
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interfere with exercise. Zook has a
corn cure, however.
Mothers' CJub Meeting The Moth-
ers' club will meet tomorrow after-
noon at two o'clock at the high school
audltoum. An address on "Depart-
ment Woman's Club" will be given by
Mrs. C. Collins. Begsldes the regular
1 1 "The Home of Quality Groceries" HJ
ican Northwestern train by rebels
Sunday and held for $15,000 ransom.
Arthur McCormick, foreman of the
Palomas Land and Cattle company's
ranch, fifty miles south of Hachita,
N. M., Eas been captured and is held
on the ranch for ransom. Five thou-spn- d
dollars in gold coin was sent to-
day from an El Paso bank to Hachita,
N. M., where it will be transported
by courier to the ranch to ransom
McCormick.
ft JvTsG
TSir.t'3 one cf the things you'i! Ikei'.tut D.-.A- . Hard OrAwn SJhoe. ?t'3
WE LIKE TO MEET YOU
Face to Face,
THAT
WOULD
BE OUR CHOICE !
TAFT WILL AID IN
RESCUING AMERICAN.
Stock Broker Is Held For Ransom by
Rebels in Mexico and His Wife Ap-
peals Frantically to President to
Bring Him Out of Mexico. Money
is Sent via Hachita, N. M., Today.
Mrs. John T. Cameron today re-
ceived a telegram from President
Taft stating that everything possible
will be done to rescue her husband,
a stock broker, removed from a Mex
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N Mex.,
writes: "My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
I ever saw. We tried everything wd
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck 1 happened to get a bot-
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com-
pound and it helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I ever
heard of." For sale by all druggists.
not or.'- - iho easier sh;c you ever put
your (out k.'.o, but i; wears much
longer than ordinary shoes. Gives
you months of extra wear simply be.
cause the soft cushion insole spreads
your weight over the whole solo-spr- eads
the wear over the whole sole,
and takes up the jarring and the
grinding that wear through' a commonleather slice so quickly,
Perogrlna Samora, of Tesuque.
Elegantly Furnished iRooms for rem.
The finest rooms In the city, having
all modern conveniences, Including
electric light, steam heat and baths.
The European Hotel, centrally lo-
cated. State Progressive Headquart-
ers in the hotel.
If one will go barefoot one can
escape corns, but who wishes to go
barefooted? Zook has an easier way
a corn cure!
Just to remind you that Sparks'
Vacuum Cleaner cleans your carpet
on the floor as well as your walls and
ceilings. $1.00 per day.
In the high school auditorium, Wed-
nesday, October 16, at 2 p. m Mrs.
Lorln C. Collins will address the
Mothers' club and Its guests, on the
subject of "Departmental Women's
Club." Beside the regular club mem-
bers,, an Invitation is extended to
th's-Woman'- Board of Trade,
theiirteen club? the Fifteen club,
the Wallace club, Scribbler's club,
Auction Bridge club.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Con-
tent.
Convene Saturday The Santa Fe
county Sunday school convention is
to be held here Oct. 19 and 20,, and it
is thought there will be a large at-
tendance. The firBt session is. sched-
uled to be held at St. John's'yMetho-dis- t
Episcopal church, and begins at
2 p. m. It will be opened by the pas-
tor, the Rev. J. M. Shinier.
Mrs. Norton of the Santa Fe Busi-
ness College, is organizing a class
In English for those wishing ,to mas-
ter the English language. "General
bubjects included. Terms day clas
$10 a month, night class $5 three
times a week. Early application
suggested as only a limited, number
will be taken.
Civilization has exacted certain
penalties from the race corns which
Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have
FLOWERS
the clarendon garden
But When This Can't Be The Case
We Hope To Hear Your Voice !
Use 'Phone 4 For Choice Groceries
Just ReceivedAnother Car of
"EmpresslFlour"
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.Phone Black 12.
Make it your business to come
in tomorrow and see this shoe.
There is nothing like it if you
have to be on your feet much
for it does away entirely with
tired, aching, burning feet ends
corns and bunions and keeps your
feet normal and healthy. Makes
walking easier saves shoe-
maker bills. Let us show you
the many styles tomorrow.
JOHN PFLUEGER
HThere Is No Belter Flour Made At Any Price
! 04I-
-
TRY IT NOW I
$1.50 Per Sack $1.50 LOCAL ITEMS,
,V ONE
8SS
THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 15. The
forecast Is fair tonight and
nesday with slightly warmer
weather in the east portion of the X
state.
Phone 4 F.ANDREWS Phone 4
WOMAN WON
Her Health and Strength Back
Again by The Use of Cardui.
IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business
s about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."
So SPITZ. JEWELER
Tampa, Fla. In a letter from this
city, Mrs. E. C. Corura writes: "I was
all weakened and worn out with, wo-
manly troubles. My husband brought
me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from
the first day, it seemed to help. -
I had almost lost my reason,' but,
thanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon, I
felt and looked like a new voman. I
think the remedy is wonderful, I
recommend it to my friends, for I lavo
received great benefit from it." ir
Cardui acts specifically on the weak-
ened womanly organs, strengthening
From a given amount of wood the
WILSON HEATER
with the Hot Blast Down-Dra- ft will'
produce twice as much heat as any
other. It is because the Down-Dra- ft
consumes all the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
heaters the gases, which constitute one-ha- lf
the burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned up the chimney.
' You can
start a fire in ten minutes and hold .it
for 36 hours.
Remember, it is fuel cost which
counts.
The Wilson saves one-ha- lf your juel
barrel of 150 pounds. Phone Casner
ranch, 1262 W.
Found on the street a bunch of
keys. Owner may have same by pay-
ing for this advertisement and identi-
fying same.
Salt Bricks for your horse and cow
at GOEBELS.
Have you seen the confectionery
display in the window.. You know we
have some window but this takes the
eye of young and old as it is full of
the kind that pleases. The Modern
Grocery Co.
From Tight Shoes little corn do
grow, but "Zoolc's. Corn Cure" will
make walking easy.
Look Out Deer M. J. Castillo,
member of Company E, national guard
and marRsriiaoyftBd Henry Gier, both
of Corrlck's livery barn have left for
a hunting tripsin the Gallinas moun-
tains for an eight-da- y trip...
Pure rich Jersey cream at Kaune's.
Phone your order.
Motion Overruled In the case of
Epigenia Sandoval de Lopez vs. o
Armijo, resulting in a verdict
of $3,000 for Maggie Lopez, Judge' Ab-
bott overruled the motion of the de-
fendant for a new trial and judgment
was entered.
Dressmaking,' Mrs. F. P. Baca, Miss
Dagg's house, 179 Palace Ave.
cense Two . marriage
licenses were Issued at the county
clerk's office today. The applicants
were Juan Antonio Montoya and Mag-dalen- a
Perea, of San Pedro; and Pab-
lo Benavides of Santa Fe and Miss
If It's Real Estate Hayward Has It.
FOR SALE Fine apples $2.50 per
the muscles and nerves, and building
S HEADQUARTERS FOR
''
HIGH-GRAD- E
WATCHES
AND
CLOCKS
bill. '
Santa Fe Hardware
Just Arrived !
Another large assortment
- latest shapes in Hats, such
as FELT, VELOUR VEL-
VET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery
MISS A MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
and Supply Co.
them up to health.
It helps to refresh the worn-ou-t ner-
vous system and relieves the effects of
overwork, both mental and physical.
Fifty years' successful use fully
prove the merit of this purely vege-
table, tonic remedy for women.
In every community, there live some
Who have been benefited by Cardui.
The beneficial effects of this time
tested woman's remedy, soon show
themselves In many different ways. .
Try It ,
N. B.Writto: Ladle Advftory Dept., Chatta-
nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn., for Special
Inttmctionn, and book. 'Home Treatment
tot Women." senUn plain wrapper on reauaat.
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!
HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.
DON'T BELIEVE IN DREAMS !
9mmmmmmmmm ioSWEATERAnd see yourself in cheap Tailor-Mad- eClothes. You can't get anybetter clothes than we can show
you, no matter what tailor takes
your measure and assists you until
the last stitch.
No Matter How You Get Them
No Matter Who Makes It For You
No Matter How Much You Pay
There are no better Clothes made
We show all the best models in
Sweaters, with the
SWEATER COAT
easily in the lead, all worsted yarns,
full fashioned, extra heavy knit. We
can match the sweater notion of
every lady or gentleman.
Chicken's
Sweatees
BYRON COLLAR with 2 pockets.plain cardi-
gan and fancy stitching. Good weight.
than our
HART SCHAFFNER I MARK
CLOTHES
You get certainty of quality in fab-
rics, certainty of correct style, cer-
tainty of honest tailoring, certainty
of good fit. If you don't get them
all we'll give you back your money.
THIS IS THE fli'IY PUCE AND THE ONLY WAY TO
GET CERTAINTY IN CLOTHES !
WE HAVE ALL --C3
THE HOME OF
Hart Schaffner& Marx Clothes
THE BEST OF ALL CLOTHES NATHAN SALMON.
